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PARTIES TO THE PROCEEDINGS

Pursuant to Rules 24(a)(l) and 24(b) of the Utah Rules of Appellate Procedure, the
following is a complete list of all parties to the trial court proceedings that are the subject
of this appeal, and their respective party designations in those proceedings:
1. Richard N. Rapoport, Plaintiff
2. Jean A. Rapoport, Plaintiff
3. Judy Martin, Defendant
4. Four Lakes Homeowners Association, Inc., a Utah nonprofit corporation,
Defendant
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JURISDICTIONAL STATEMENT

This Court has jurisdiction to hear and decide this appeal under Utah Code§ 78A4-103(2)0) (2015).
STATEMENT OF DETERMINATIVE PROVISIONS

This appeal presents no questions implicating the interpretation of constitutional
provisions but relates in some respects to the following provisions of the Utah Declaratory
Judgment Act:
Utah Code§ 78B-6-401 Jurisdiction of district courts--Form--Effect (effective
February 7, 2008).

( 1) Each district court has the power to issue declaratory judgments determining
rights, status, and other legal relations within its respective jurisdiction. An action
or proceeding may not be open to objection on the ground that a declaratory
judgment or decree is prayed for.
(2) The declaration may be either affirmative or negative in form and effect and
shall have the force and effect of a final judgment or decree.
Utah Code§ 78B-6-402 Court's general powers (effective February 7, 2008).

The provisions of Sections 78B-6-408, 78B-6-409, and 78B-6-410 do not limit or
restrict the exercise of the general powers conferred in Section 78B-6-401 in any
proceeding where declaratory relief is sought, in which a judgment or decree will
terminate the controversy or remove an uncertainty.
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Utah Code§ 78B-6-412 Chapter to be liberally construed (effective February 7,
2008).

This chapter is to be remedial. Its purpose is to settle and to afford relief from
uncertainty and insecurity with respect to rights, status, and other legal relations;
and is to be liberally construed and administered.
RESPONSE TO APPELLANTS' STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES

Appellees are satisfied with Appellants' "Issues Present for Review."
STATEMENT OF THE CASE
In September 2014, Appellee Judy Martin submitted a request for approval of a deck

extension (the "Deck Extension") to Appellee Four Lakes Village Homeowners
Association (the "Association") through John Brubaker, a member of the Association's
Architectural Review Committee (the "ARC").
Because Mr. Brubaker determined that Ms. Martin's proposed Deck Extension
comprised an improvement to the limited common areas appurtenant to Ms. Martin's
condominium unit which would result in a deck that was substantially identical to at least
one other deck installed on another unit located in the Four Lakes Village, Ms. Martin's
application was approved by Mr. Brubaker pursuant to an Association rule which dictated
ARC approval for such applications, and Ms. Martin began construction of the Deck
Extension in 2015.
After construction had commenced, the Rapoports, who own a neighboring Four
Lakes unit, lodged a written complaint to the Association that they opposed the Deck
Extension. The Rapoports' stated objection to the Deck Extension was that it comprised
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an "obstruction" of the common area of Four Lakes Village, in violation of the
Association's Declaration of Covenants, Conditions and Restrictions (the "Declaration").
The Association requested that Ms. Martin suspend construction activity on her
Deck Extension until it could meet, consider the Rapoports' objection, and decide whether
or not the Deck Extension comprised a prohibited "obstruction" within the meaning of the
Declaration.
After reviewing the written materials submitted by the Rapoports, the application
submitted by Ms. Martin to Mr. Brubaker, consulting with counsel, and reviewing the
pertinent provisions of the Declaration, the Association's Board unanimously ratified Mr.
Brubaker's approval of Ms. Martin's Deck Extension on behalf of the ARC and authorized
the work to recommence.
Unsatisfied, the Rapoports filed a Complaint against Judy Martin (but not the
Association) seeking a declaratory judgment that the Deck Extension violated the
Declaration and an order requiring Ms. Martin to remove the Deck Extension. Ms. Martin
filed a motion to dismiss because the Rappaports failed to name an indispensable party-the Association. The trial court granted Ms. Martin's motion but allowed the Rapoports to
avoid dismissal by adding the Association as an additional defendant. The Rapoports then
filed their First Amended Complaint adding the Association as a defendant and-based on
the same factual allegations stated in their claim against Ms. Martin-sought a declaratory
judgment that the construction of the Deck Extension was a violation of the CC&Rs.
At the close of discovery, the Rapoports moved for summary judgment that the
Deck Extension was a violation of the Declaration. The Association filed a cross-motion
3
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for summary judgment seeking an order declaring that the Association had acted within the
scope of its authority under the Declaration when it approved the Deck Extension and that
the Association was entitled to its attorneys' fees incurred in connection with defending
against the Rappaports' lawsuit. Ms. Martin opposed the Rapoports' motion and joined in
the Association's arguments regarding the proper interpretation and application of the
Declaration.
The trial court held oral argum~nt on the parties' cross-motions on July 22, 2016.
After hearing from all parties, the court granted the Association's motion, concluding that
sections 5.06, 5.05 and 7.01 of the Declaration authorized the Association, acting through
the Board, to allow improvements or alterations to the common area, including those that
may be obstructions to the common areas. After rendering this ruling, the court inquired
as to whether its interpretation of the Declaration dealt with all claims at issue in the case.
The Rapoports represented in open court that the court's ruling was dispositive as to all of
their claims. (See R. at 656-57). In keeping with its ruling in open court, on August 18,
2016, the Court dismissed the Rapoports' Complaint in its entirety, with prejudice. On
October 27, 2016, the trial court awarded the Association its attorneys' fees and costs~ in . ·· ·
the amount of $19,302.10.
Shortly thereafter, the Rapoports filed a Notice of Appeal.

STATEMENT OF FACTS

The Rapoports are the owners of a condominium unit located at 2752 Four Lakes
Drive in Park City, Utah ("the Rapoports' Unit"), which unit is a part of the Four Lakes
4
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Village community. Appellee Judy Martin is the owner of a residence located at 2748 Four
Lakes Drive in Park City, Utah (the "Martin Unit"), which unit is immediately to the east
of (but not adjoining) the Rapoports' Unit. The Association is a Utah nonprofit corporation
organized in 1990 under Utah's Revised Nonprofit Corporation Act, Utah Code§§ 16-6a101 et seq., and the Declaration. 1
On September 23, 2014, Ms. Martin requested--in writing--approval from the ARC
to extend her existing deck.
At the time of Ms. Martin's request, there were two members of the ARC, John
Brubaker and Dale Clark, both trustees emeritus of the Association. Mr. Clark was out of
town when Ms. Martin requested approval for the Deck Extension. But Mr. Brubaker,
acting under delegated authority he held in light of the Board's express written directive
that any alterations to Four Lakes units which had previously been approved and installed
should subsequently be approved as a matter of course by the ARC, approved the Deck
Extension in writing. (See R. at 442 (Authorization)).
After Ms. Martin began construction of the Deck Extension, the Rapoports
complained to the Association that the Deck Extension constituted a violation of the
Declaration. In response to this complaint, the Association instructed Ms. Martin to halt
construction of the Deck Extension pending review of the matter by the Association's
Board of Trustees (the "Board"). At a meeting on July 7, 2015, the Board discussed the
Rapoports' objection, considered whether the Deck Extension constituted a prohibited

1

The Declaration was recorded with the Summit County Recorder's Office on November
13, 1990 as Entry No. 332605 and was submitted to the trial court. (See R. at 37.)

5
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obstruction under the Declaration, and whether it would interfere with the Rapoports' view
of the nearby lake. The Board also considered the fact that an identical deck had been
approved and constructed in Four Lakes Village previously (i.e., another unit in the Four
Lakes Village unit had a deck identical in size and shape as Ms. Martin's contemplated
modified deck). (See R. at 374-65 (Declaration of Rick Brosky)).
After considering and discussing these factors, the Board unanimously ratified Mr.
Brubaker' s approval of Ms. Martin's Deck Extension on behalf of the ARC and authorized
Ms. Martin to renew work and complete her Deck Extension. Id.

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT

I.

THE ASSOCIATION ACTED WITHIN THE BOUNDS OF ITS
AUTHORITY WHEN IT APPROVED THE DECK EXTENSION.
Among other things, the Declaration expressly authorizes the Association to "make

reasonable rules and regulations governing . . . the Common Areas, and the Limited
Common Areas," the "exclusive management and control of the Common Areas and all
improvements thereon," the authority to grant "utility and similar easements and rights-ofway," and any "implied rights" reasonably implied by the other rights set forth therein.
Accordingly, the Association had the authority to approve the Deck Extension. (See R. at
61, 63-64.)
The Rapoports rely on a prohibition on "obstructions" to the common areas.
However, this prohibition must be read in conjunction with the rest of th~ Decl_aration,
which includes a requirement that an owner obtain the Association's consent to any
improvement to the common areas. These provisions can only be read together if every
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improvement to the Common Area is not also a prohibited "obstruction" of the Common
Area: were every such improvement an obstruction, there would be no reason for the
Declaration to mandate Association consent for such improvements. Since the Declaration
does not expressly prohibit improvements like the Deck Extension, but expressly vests the
Association with the authority to approve or disapprove changes and improvements to the
Common Areas, the Rapoports' reading of the Declaration is unreasonable.
It follows that the Association's approval of the Deck Extension cannot be fairly

characterized as either an abuse of its discretion or a failure to exercise its authority under
the Declaration. This is especially so because there are already numerous improvements
constructed in the Common Area that serve only one unit and take up a small amount of
space in the common area. In fact, the Association has consistently interpreted its own
Declaration to mean that not every "obstruction" comprises a violation of the Declaration.
The Deck Extension was a reasonable improvement in the Board's opinion and the Board
has the right to approve or disapprove such improvements under the plain terms of the
Declaration. The Board's opinion that Ms. Martin's small Deck Extension was reasonable,
~

and not a prohibited obstruction, should be given deference of this Court, and the trial
court's ruling on this point should be affirmed.

II.

THE TRIAL COURT DID NOT ERR IN DENYING THE RAPOPORTS'
MOTIONS FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT.
Even if the trial court's ruling that the Association did not violate the Declaration

when it approved the Deck Extension, which was itself dispositive of the Rapoports'
Motion, was incorrect, the Rapoports still were not entitled to summary judgment on their
7
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claims against the Association and Ms. Martin. It is well-settled that a trial court may
refuse to grant an injunction for violation of a restrictive covenant if the violation by the
defendant was innocent, the cost of curing the violation would be disproportionate to the
benefit realized, the injury to the plaintiff can be adequately compensated with damages,
and the violation does not cause irreparable injury to the plaintiff. See, e.g. Smith v. Simas,
2014 UT App 78,

,r 16, 324 P .3d 667, 673.

Here, there is no competent evidence in the

record supporting a finding that the Board's decision to allow the Deck Extension in was
something other than an "innocent" violation of the Declaration.
In addition, and though the trial court did not have occasion to reach these issues:

(i) the relief sought by the Rapoports in this case is wildly out of proportion with the injury
they claim to have suffered; and (ii) the Rapoports could have been compensated with
pecuniary damages (but did not file a claim for damages). In fact, the Rapoports submitted
no evidence on summary judgment regarding how the Deck Extension damaged them,
instead relying solely on the legal argument that the Declaration prohibited the Association
from approving the Deck Estension (which the trial court rejected). Indeed, the Rapoports
did not prove on summary judgment that they were entitled to an injunction, and can cite
to no evidence in the record below regarding their allegedly obstructed view or any other
impact that this small Deck Extension may have had on their Unit. Besides, Rapoports
agreed during the hearing that the trial court could not reach this issue unless they first
proved a violation. (See R. at 656-57). Thus, the trial court was correct in limiting its
consideration to the legal question of whether the Board had the power under the
Declaration to approve the Deck Extension.
8
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III.

THE TRIAL COURT CORRECTLY GRANTED APPELLEES' MOTIONS.

The Association is vested with the express authority to approve or disapprove
improvements or modifications to the common area. Because the Rapoports did not and
cannot establish a legal entitlement to a mandatory injunction, the trial court correctly
(it

determined that Appellees are entitled to summary judgment in their favor on the
Rapoports' claim against them. Even if a procedural defect in the ARC's process in
considering and approving the Deck Extension occurred, this defect was mootedwhen the
full Board of the Association gave full consideration to the Rapoports' complaints and
ratified the ARC's decision. The Association's Motion was properly granted.
As for Ms. Martin, an innocent defendant who followed the Association's rules and
sought and obtained permission from the ARC prior to commencing the Deck Expansion,
which was expressly vested with the authority to approve the Deck Expansion, and then
obtained approval from the entire Board, the Court rightfully granted summary judgment
in favor of Ms. Martin as well.

N.

THE ASSOCIATION IS ENTITLED TO AN AWARD OF THE
REASONABLE ATTORNEYS' FEES IT HAS INCURRED IN
DEFENDING AGAINST THE RAPOPORTS' CLAIM.

The Declaration grants the Association the right to recover its fees when it is
required to "talce judicial action" against owners. This is the second such case in which
the Association has obtained an award of fees from a trial court. See Rapoport v. Four
Lake Village Homeowners Ass 'n, 2013 UT App 78, ,r 24 ("Rapoport f'). A reversal of the

fee award on the grounds urged by the Rapoports - that the Association defended, rather
than affirmatively asserted claims against the Rapoports - would be contrary to the policy
9
@i)
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of preserving judicial resources, as it would effectively sanction a loophole in the
Declaration's attorneys' fees provision. As in Rapoport I, This Court should follow suit
and award attorneys' fees and costs to the Association in this matter too.
V.

THE ASSOCIATION SHOULD BE AWARDED THE ATTORNEYS' FEES
AND COSTS IT INCURRED IN THIS APPEAL.

Since the trial court properly found that the Association's defense of the action
brought by the Rapoports constituted taking "judicial action" to enforce a decision of the
Association, Section 7.05 of the Declaration governs both the action below and this appeal.
Accordingly, the Association be awarded the reasonable attorneys' fees and costs it has
incurred in connection with this appeal.
ARGUMENT

I.

THE ASSOCIATION ACTED WITHIN THE BOUNDS OF ITS
AUTHORITY WHEN IT APPROVED THE DECK EXTENSION.
a. The Association's Decision to Approve the Deck Extension Was within the
Scope of the Association's Authority under the Declaration.

The Declaration expressly authorizes the Association to "make reasonable rules and
regulations governing . . . the Common Areas, and the Limited Common Areas, which
rules and regulations shall be consistent with the rights and duties established in this
Declaration." (Declaration, § 7.05). Section 7.01 vests the Association with the "exclusive
management and control of the Common Areas and all improvements thereon," subject to
the Owners' rights and duties (which are not expressly defined). Section 7.06 vests the
Association with the authority to grant "utility and similar easements and rights-of-way."
Section 7.07 vests the Association with "implied rights" expressly contained in the
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Declaration or "reasonabl[y] implied from the existence of any right or privilege given to
it [by the Declaration] or reasonably necessary to effectuate any such right or privilege."
These provisions, particularly when read together, all evidence an intent on the part of the
drafter of the Declaration and the founding members of the Association to vest the
Association with sufficient authority to approve improvements like Ms. Martin's Deck
Extension.
The Rapoports' interpretation of Section 5.06's prohibition on "obstructions" is
inconsistent with Sections 7.01, 7.06 and 7.07 of the Declaration. Because the Rapoports'
interpretation of the Declaration is unreasonable, the Court need not give it any weight
~

under Utah law. See Daines v. Vincent, 2008 UT 51, 190 P.3d 1269, 1277 ("any contended
for interpretation must be 'reasonably supported by the language of the contract."').
Rather, Section 5.06 of the Declaration must be read in conjunction with Section
5.05 of the Declaration, which requires prior written consent of the Association for "any
structural alteration improvement or addition in or to a Lot or the Common Areas." If no
changes could be made to the Common Areas for the benefit of an owner, then the
Declaration would not have provided that written consent from the Association was all that
was required for such a change. In other words, the prohibitions on "obstructions" and the
consent-for-improvements provisions can only be read together if every improvement to
the Common Area is not also a prohibited "obstruction" of the Common Area. If every
such improvement were prohibited, there would be no reason for the Declaration to
mandate Association consent for "improvements or additions to ... the Common Areas."
Put another way, Section 5.05 expressly allows "obstructions" of the Common Area, (even
11
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as defined in its broadest sense), so long as the Association provides its prior consent, as it
did here, albeit acting under the auspices of the ARC, to which the authority to consider
and grant applications of this type had been expressly delegated by the Board.

b. The Decisions of the Board Are Entitled to this Court's Deference.
The central question presented by the Rapoports' appeal--whether the Board acted
within its authority to approve the deck extension under the CC&Rs--is similar to the
challenge to an owners' association's approval authority considered in a recent Utah
Supreme Court opinion, decided during the pendency of the motions under review in this
appeal.
In Fort Pierce Indus. Park Phases II, III & IV Owners Ass'n v. Shakespeare, 2016
UT 28, the district court strictly construed the CC&Rs governing an industrial park and
ruled that the board of the owners' association did not have the right to limit the number of
cell phone towers in the industrial park. The Utah Supreme Court reversed the trial court's
ruling and expressly rejected the strict construction of restrictive covenants, instead holding
that "restrictive covenants should be construed under the same principles used to interpret
contracts." Id.

,r,r 11, 19.

The Court went on to hold that, when the CC&Rs were construed

using principles of contract construction, the Board "has sufficient authority and discretion
to deny the cell phone tower proposal." Id. at ,r,I 20-21.
The Court's analysis of the issue was simple. In summarizing its holding that the
board acted within its authority, the Supreme Court stated: "The Board considered the need
for an additional cell phone tower and the possibility for collocation of such facilities, the
aesthetic impact of the cell phone tower, and the two-business limit, and the Board acted
12
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within its discretion in denying the [owners'] proposal based on these considerations." Id.

'if

25. Meanwhile, the Court noted that the adoption of a precise "business judgment

standard" was unnecessary and the district court's determination that the board's action did
not satisfy the owners' formulation of the business judgment rule was "fatally flawed"
because the board met that standard, i.e., the board's actions were reasonable and made in
good faith and not arbitrary or capricious. Id.

'if 29.

Because the Rapoports' contention-that the Association breached the CC&Rs by
approving an owner's deck extension-turns on the Association's interpretation and
application of the Declaration, the Rapoports bear the same high burden articulated in Fort

Pierce. Establishing that the CC&Rs are ambiguous, for instance, would not be dispositive
on this question.

Surviving summary judgment below would have required that the

Rapoports come forward with evidence of either an express (and unambiguous) prohibition
on the type of improvements made by Ms. Martin in the Declaration or the Association's
own rules and regulations, or evidence that the approval was arbitrary, capricious, or made
in bad faith. They did not.
On its face, the Declaration does not contain any provision which expressly
prohibits Ms. Martin's Deck Extension. Rather, the Declaration provides the Association
the authority to approve or disapprove changes and improvements to the Common Areas
and the exteriors of the residences. Accordingly, under Fort Pierce, unless the record
reflects that the Rapoports presented evidence that the Board acted arbitrarily or in bad
faith in approving the deck extension, this Court should likewise rule that the Board acted
within its discretion and affirm the trial court's rulings.
13
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c.

The Association Exercised its Discretion When Approving the Deck
Extension.

Because the approval of the Deck Extension was within the scope of the Board's
discretion under the Declaration, it cannot be fairly characterized as an abuse of that
discretion or a violation of the Declaration. Indeed, because another unit in the Four Lakes
Village had a substantially identical deck, the Association could conceivably have had to
defend against a lawsuit brought on behalf of Ms. Martin had it denied her request for the
Deck Extension. This is particularly true where the Association already promulgated a rule
dictating that identical improvements to those already made to the limited common are or
common area should be approved by the ARC.
Additionally, it is undisputed that there are numerous improvements constructed in
the Common Area (such as air conditioning units) by Four Lakes unit owners that serve
only individual units. This is not to say that Board approval was not required in Ms.
Martin's case, but rather, illustrates that the Association has consistently interpreted its
own Declaration to mean that not every "obstruction" comprises a violation of the
Declaration.

Instead, the Board allows improvements to the exteriors of homes and

Common Areas, even if they technically take up air space in the Common Areas, and so
the Board concluded that Ms. Martin's small Deck Extension was reasonable. Thus, the
Board exercised its discretion to approve changes to the Common Areas when approving
Ms. Martin's small Deck Extension.

II.

THE TRIAL COURT DID NOT ERR IN DENYING THE RAPOPORTS'
MOTIONS FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT.
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4i)

The only complained-of conduct on the part of the Association alleged in the
Rapoports' Brief is that it approved the Deck Extension in violation of the Declaration.
Since the Rapoports were not entitled to summary judgment, whether or not the
Association breached the Declaration, the trial court's ruling should be upheld.
First, the Association was well within its authority under the Declaration when it
approved the Deck Extension. In the recent case of Smith v. Simas, the jury found that the
Simases' Park City home violated three provisions of the applicable CC&Rs.
Nevertheless, the trial court refused to grant an injunction ordering the abatement of the
violations, and the Court of Appeals affirmed, stating:
We need not determine whether these provisions of the CC&Rs purport to
make an injunction mandatory, because we conclude that even if the
injunction was mandatory under the CC&Rs, the trial court properly
exercised its discretion in refusing to grant an injunction based on a balancing
of the equities. Under appropriate circumstances, a trial court may elect to
"apply a balancing of equities test instead ofissuing a mandatory injunction."
Carrier v. Lindquist, 2001 UT 105, ,r 31, 37 P.3d 1112. Under this test, a trial
court has discretion not to grant an injunction for violation of a restrictive
covenant if the violation by the defendant was innocent, the cost of curing
the violation would be disproportionate to the benefit realized, the injury to
the plaintiff can be adequately compensated with damages, and the violation
does not cause irreparable injury to the plaintiff. Id Because the application
of this doctrine is "reserved for the innocent defendant," the determination
whether the defendant's violation was innocent is a threshold issue. Id.
(emphasis omitted) (citation and internal quotation marks omitted).

Smith v. Simas, 2014 UT App 78, ,r 16, 324 P.3d 667, 673.
Here, even if the Declaration did prohibit the Association's approval of the Deck
Extension, there is no evidence in the record supporting the Rapoports' apparent subjective
and unsupported belief that the Board's decision to allow the Deck Extension was
(j)

something other than an "innocent" violation of the Declaration. To the contrary, the Board
15
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held a meeting where it heard from the Rappaport's and Ms. Martin, it carefully considered
their opposing positions, consulted with counsel, and made an informed decision. (See R.
at 374-65 (Declaration of Rick Brosky)). The Rapoports' unsupported claim that the Board
held ill-will toward them should be rejected.
Another reason the trial court was well within its authority to deny the Rappaport's
motion for summary judgment is that the only relief sought by the Rapoports, an injunction
for the removal of the Deck Extension, would have been out of proportion with any
minimal injury they could have claimed to have suffered. The costs of tearing out the deck
and resulting waste of the substantial funds Ms. Martin expended to build it, far outweigh
the minimal benefit (if any) the Rapoports that would derive from the demolition of the
Deck Extension. Nor would removal benefit the community as a whole. In any event, the
Rapoports submitted no evidence on summary judgment regarding the factors that may
have weighed in favor of an injunction. And their contention on appeal that the trial court
should have awarded them an injunction ignores their failure of proof below.
Finally, injunctive relief is not appropriate because the Rapoports could have been
compensated with pecuniary damages. Unfortunately for the Rapoports, they did not bring
a claim for damages, and there is nothing in the record to support any legal theory under
which the Rapoports would be entitled to recover money damages. 2 This being the case,

2

It is worth noting that the Smith v. Simas Court ruled that the plaintiff need not be awarded damages to meet the
compensable-by-damages element. "While the Smiths ultimately were not awarded any damages by the jury, that has
no bearing on whether damages could have adequately compensated the Smiths had they prevailed." Smith v. Simas,
2014 UT App 78,119,324 P.3d 667,674. Thus, the fact that Rapoport did not bring a legal claim for damages is no
bar to this Court's ability to weigh the equities in the Association's favor.
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the Rapoports have not satisfied any of the elements that would allow them _to obtain a
mandatory injunction under Smith v. Simas, even if they could show a violation of the
Declaration.

III.

THE TRIAL COURT CORRECTLY GRANTED APPELLEES' MOTIONS.

a. The Association's Motion Was Properly Granted.

Because there is no genuine dispute that the Association is vested with the express
authority to approve or disapprove improvements or modifications to the common area,
and because the Rapoports did not establish on summary judgment that they were entitled
to the relief they sought--a mandatory injunction--the trial co~'s ruling should be
~

affirmed. Further, since there were no disputes of fact on these issues, the trial court
correctly determined that Appellees were entitled to summary judgment in their favor on
the Rapoports' claim against them.
Any procedural defect in the ARC's process in considering and approving the Deck
Extension was mooted when the Board of the Association gave full consideration to the
Rapoports' complaints and ratified the ARC's decision.
Finally, because there is no genuine dispute that Association did not violate the
Declaration, or that it was expressly vested with the authority to approve Ms. Martin's
Deck Expansion under applicable Utah law and the Declaration, the Court rightfully
granted summary judgment in favor of the Association.
b. Ms. Martin's Motion Was Properly Granted.

Ms. Martin is an innocent defendant. She followed the Association's rules. She
sought permission from the Association prior to commencing the Deck Expansion. She
17
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submitted a written application to the ARC. The application was approved. When the
Association asked her to stop construction pending a review by the Board, she did. Finally,
Ms. Martin only completed her Deck Extension when the ARC' s approval was ultimately
ratified by the Association's Board.
Smith v. Simas controls. In that case, the court determined that the defendant

"complied with the proper HOA approval processes, and constructed their home in reliance
on the approvals from this entity." (Id. 117).
Likewise, Ms. Martin applied for and received approval from the appropriate
authorities before commencing or completing construction on her deck.

Ms. Martin

submitted a written application to construct her Deck Extension (in keeping with the
instruction of the President of the Board) prior to commencing any work. She also received
written approval from the Association's ARC before commencing work on her Deck
Extension. After receiving approval from the Association, Ms. Martin also applied for and
received a permit from the Park City Building Department to construct her deck
modification.
When Ms. Martin was informed that the Rapoports had lodged a complaint with the
Board regarding her Deck Extension, she ceased construction until the complaint could be
considered by the Board.

She only re-commenced construction after the Board

unanimously affirmed the ARC's approval of her Deck Extension.
Because Ms. Martin complied with the Associations rules, and because the
Association was expressly vested with the authority to approve Ms. Martin's Deck
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Expansion under applicable Utah law and the Declaration, the trial court rightfully granted
summary judgment in favor of Ms. Martin. This Court should affirm.

c. The Rapoports' Arguments About the Association's Disapproval of Their
Tiki Lights and Neighbor Approval Were Not before the Trial Court.
For the first time on appeal, the Rapoports attempt to use this Court's ruling that the
Board had authority to disallow their tiki lights in Rapoport I by claiming that, if they
objected to Ms. Martin's Deck Extension, the Board was obligated to disallow the Deck
Extension. As an initial matter, a neighbor's approval or disapproval is simply one factor
that the Board has historically considered when determining whether to allow changes to
the common areas; it is not determinative.
However, and more importantly given the present context and procedural posture,
Rapoport did not rely on this policy as a basis for asking the trial court to deny summary
judgment to the Association. While Rapoport did make this allegation in his Complaint, he
did not present evidence of the Board's neighbor-approval policy on summary judgment.
Thus, this Court should not consider it. Besides, had the Rapoports presented evidence of
the neighbor-consent issue on summary judgment, they likely knew it would have been
disputed by the Association, potentially rendering their motion for summary judgment
vulnerable to opposition on the grounds that genuine disputes of material fact existed on
the issue. Thus, it appears the Rapoports likely elected not to raise it, and they cannot
change his mind now merely because they lost on the arguments they decided not to make.
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IV.

THE ASSOCIATION IS ENTITLED TO AN AWARD OF THE
REASONABLE ATTORNEYS' FEES IT HAS INCURRED IN
DEFENDING AGAINST THE RAPOPORTS' CLAIM.

a. The Declaration Expressly Provides for Attorneys' Fees.
Section 7.05 of the Declaration authorizes the Association to take judicial action
against owners who fail to comply with, among other things, the Declaration, the Bylaws,
rules and regulations promulgated by the Association and the decisions and resolutions of
the Association. (See R. at 63 (Declaration at 21)). Though the present action was initiated
by the Rapoports as plaintiffs, the Association's costs and attorneys' fees were incurred for
the purpose of enforcing the Declaration and decisions made by the Association thereunder.
The simple fact that the Rapoports chose this venue to resolve their dispute with the
Association should not enable them to avoid liability for the reasonable attorneys' fees that
the Association has incurred in the course of defending its decisions. Indeed, in the prior
case of Rapoport I, involving the same parties, this Court of Appeals expressly endorsed
the Association's interpretation of the Declaration, and affirmed the trial court's fee award,
stating:
The Declaration limits the award of attorney fees to the HOA to
circumstances where it "take[s] judicial action against any Owner to enforce
compliance" with applicable rules, regulations, or other obligations. The
Rapoports' interpretation of the phrase "judicial action" is too narrow.
Rather, we agree with the HOA and the district court that the phrase "judicial
action" is broad enough to encompass both the assertion of and the defense
against a claim. And further, the judicial action taken here by the HOA in
defending against the Rapoports' claim for declaratory relief was to "enforce
compliance" with its interpretation of the Declaration as expressed in its
decision to deny the Rapoports' lighting request. See, e.g., id. iJ 17
(concluding that defending against a suit to rescind a contract is an action to
enforce the contract, under the contract's attorney fees provision). A
successful defense in such circumstances falls as readily within the scope of
20
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~

"judicial action" to "enforce compliance" with the Declaration as would an
affirmative claim by the HOA. To conclude otherwise would elevate form
over substance. Accordingly, we conclude that the district court did not err
in awarding attorney fees to the HOA both for its successful defense against
the Rapoports' attempt to overturn the HOA's decision and the HOA's
successful opposition to the Rapoports' postjudgment motion.
Rapoport v. Four Lake Village Homeowners Ass 'n, 2013 UT App 78, if24 , citing Chase v.

Scott, 2001 UT App 404,

,r

17, 38 P.3d 1001. Thus, this Court should again award

attorneys' fees and costs to the Association. The fact that the Association was added as a
defendant through Rapoport' s First Amended Complaint should make no difference where
Rapoport brought claims against the Association and challenged its interpretation and
enforcement of the Declaration at considerable expense to the Association.
b. In the Alternative, the Association Should be Awarded its Attorneys' Fees Under
Utah Code Ann. § 78B-5-826.

Section 78B-5-826 provides, "A court may award ... attorney fees to either party
~

that prevails in a civil action based upon any ... written contract ... when the provisions
of the ... written contract ... allow at least one party to recover attorney fees." Utah Code
Ann. § 78B-5-826 (2008). Under the statute's plain language, attorney fees are awardable
if two conditions are met: first, the underlying litigation must be based upon a contract;
and second, the contract must allow at least one party to recover attorney fees.

Bilanzich v. Lonetti, 2007 UT 26,

,r 17, 160 P.3d 1041.

See

The statute does not require that

i)

the contract or its provisions actually be enforceable under the theory advanced in the
lawsuit. See id.

,r,r

15-16 (holding that attorney fees incurred from a suit based upon a

contract may be awarded under Utah Code section 78B-5-826, regardless of the contract's
enforceability). Instead, "the language of the statute focuses on the provisions of the
21
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writing rather than its legal effect" and "requires only that a party to the litigation assert
the [contract's] enforceability as basis for recovery." Id.

,r,r 16, 15.

Here, Section 78B-5-826 applies to the Association's request for attorney fees
because the Rapoports' suit was based upon the Declaration. The Rapoports, therefore,
brought a "civil action based upon ... [a] written contract ... [which] allow[ed] at least
one party to recover attorney fees." See Utah Code Ann.§ 78B-5-826; see also Hooban v.
Unicity Int'!, Inc., 2009 UT App 287, ,I 10, 220 P.3d 485. Since Section 78B.;.5-826

requires only that a party to the litigation assert a contract's enforceability as basis for
recovery," Bilanzich, 2001 UT 26, ,r 15, the Association should be awarded the reasonable
attorneys' fees it has incurred in this action.
c. Denial of the Association's Request for Fees on the Basis that the
Association Did Not Affirmatively Assert Claims Against the Rapoports is
Contrary to the Policy of Preserving Judicial Resources.

Were the Declaration interpreted to prevent the Association from recovering its
attorneys' fees in a case like this one, where the Association was incorrectly have alleged
to have issued a decision in violation of the Declaration and then sued to overturn a Board
decision, then all owners in violation of the rules would be well-advised to sue the
Association first to responsibility for reimbursing it for the attorneys' fees that it never
would have incurred but for such owner's actions instead of waiting for the Association to
file an action. This is contrary to the policy in favor of preserving judicial resources.
V.

THE ASSOCIATION SHOULD BE AWARDED THE ATTORNEYS' FEES
AND COSTS IT INCURRED IN THIS APPEAL.
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Qi)

"[W]hen a party who received attorney fees below prevails on appeal, 'the party is
also entitled to fees reasonably incurred on appeal."' Valcarce v. Fitzgerald, 961 P.2d 305,
319 (Utah 1998) (quoting Utah Dept. ofSoc. Servs. V. Adams, 806 P.2d 1193, 1197 (Utah
Ct. App. 1991)). As is more fully set forth in Section IV above, the trial court properly
found that the Association's defense of the action brought by the Rapoports constituted
taking "judicial action" to enforce a decision of the Association, bringing Section 7.05 of
the Declaration into play. For the same reasons that this Court should affirm the trial
court's award of fees and costs to the Association below, the Association should also be
awarded the reasonable fees and costs it has incurred in connection with this appeal.
CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, the decision of the trial court's rulings should be
affirmed in all respects, and the Association should be awarded its attorneys' fees and
costs incurred on appeal.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 2nd day of June 2017.

JONES, WALDO, HOLBROOK &
McDONOUGH, PC

DART, ADAMSON & DONOVAN
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•

••

•·

This• Declaration of covenants, Conditions and Restrictions·
of Four Lakes Village ("Declarat~on"), is made and executed this
day of _ _ _ _ _ _ , 1990, by TSUNAMI 'LAND CORPORATION, a
Utc\h corporation (hereinafter designated . the

11

Declarant") , and

expressly · supersedes· the Declaration of Condominium for.· Four
Lakes. Villa·ge recor~ed on or about May 31, ·1990

with the summit

county Recorder.
RECl:TALS

A.

_.Description pf Land.

The planned . unit development

·.s~bject hereof ·is·. situated in and upon the f·o~low~ng. described
--~and

in summit Cou~ty,

State of Utah:

Lots 1.(a), l(q) and l(c) of Four .Lakes Village

at Park Meadows, a Planned Unit Development,
aaoorcling to the.official plat thereof, on file
and of·record in the summit county Recorder's
Office.

.

· B·. .

Build'inqs and Improvements.

.

The

Deolatant

is

the

owner of the Subj~ot Land. The Declarant has constructed or will
. construct certain Buildings and ·other improvements. ·in and upon

the subject La~d,.as shown on the Record of Survey Map·referred
to below.•.
Phase I of the Project consists of Ten (10) Parcels with

•~o (2) Lots per ~~reel.
construction,

ttr{o

The Buildings upon the Lots are of wooa

-levels

each

with

founaation walls arid wood shing~e roofs.

concrete- 'footings

and

E~ch of tne Bui~ding~

(j)

(j)
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A

. •-•:4: •

contains 2-4 bedrooms, 2-4· baths, kitchen, dining,
storage areas.
.

.

.

Reoord of surve~ Map.

c.

The

1-.. •• • .. • • ::• •• ••••

I

:

,I

•/\

living and

o,ol·arant · ·intencl.s.

.

•'

to

execute and reoord in the.office of the·c?unty Recorder of S~mit
county, State of Utah, a certain instrument pertaining to the
Project ·and entitled·

11

of

A Record

survey Map of Four. Lakes

Village, a Planned Unit Development"

pealaration.

. D.

Tbe Declarant hereby declares that all of

the p~operties described $hove shall pe·held, sold and ·conveyed
subject·

~o

•

•

•

♦

•

-

•

t~e "following easements, restrioti6ns, covenants and ..

oonditions•whioh are-for t~e purpose of proteoting the value and

d~sirability of and which shall rim with the real property and be•
. binding

on·

all ·.parties having a~y right, title or interest in

the• descr'ibed properties or any part ther,of,

their

heirs,

successors and assigns, and shall inure to the benefit o+ each

Owner thereof.

· ARTICLE I

DEPIN;tTIONS
Defined Terms.

Unless

the

context

clearly

ipdicates otherwise, certain terms as used in this Deolaration

shall h~ve the meanings -set forth in this Article I,
1.02.

•11

Assooiation 11

shall

mean

Four

Lakes

Village

owners A,sooia~ion, a Utah nonprofit corpo~ation, organized to be
the Association referred to herein, its successors and assigns.

2

••

•

•

•
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1.03.

••
11

•

••

Board of Trustees" shall mean ·the.. goverrdng· board

of this Association, appointed or el~cted· in.accordance with this

Declaration and the Articles of Incorporation and By-Laws of the

0J

·Assooiation.
l.. 04.

.

"Buildings" · shall mean those certain buildings

.
that have been or will be. constru~~d on the subject L~n_d, a~

such buildings are shown.on the Map.

.1.os.

the

11

Common Areas"

shall mean all physical portions of

Project, except all 1o·ts..

"Common. Fa,ailitiestt·

all ·furniture,

shall mean

and other property

· furn'ishings, -equipment, ..facilities,

("eal,

. pe~sonal ~r ·. mixed) and ·. inteiests therein· at -any ..~ime lea~ed;
·...
. acquired, owned .or held ~y the Association for the. use·· and

.J:>enefit"of all owners
and. all
other property
·(real,·
.
. . '
.
. . personal or
mixed hereafter purchased· in .accordance with this·· Declaration.
.
.
.
with moni~s ~rom the commo~ ~xpense Fllnd. common.~acilities sball

'

be

d~emed to · be a part ~f the. common Area,. · except _-to the extent

otherwise expressly provided in this Deola~ation.

·HJ)eclarantti

shall
mean. Tsunami Land Corporation,
a·
.
.

Utah corpora~ion.

.

.

ilLimi~ed common Areas 0 ·shall mean ahy·common Areas
· designed for exclusiye. us~ by the owner of a particular lot.

structural se~arations between lots or the space which would be
ocicupied by such· structural separ~tions may become tilnited cotnmon

Areas for ~he ·exclusive use of the O~n~ of Owners ~f the lots on
either side thereof ·· as provided in Section 4. 03 hereof.

Any.

3

.

.
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0
'

ba loonies,. porches,. private yards, private -patios, or storag~_
facilities that .are. identified on the ·Map with the same number

or other designatiqn by which a lot is identified sha-11- b~
Limited Common Areas .for.the exclusive ~se of the·owner of the
lot bearing the same number or designation.
~

1. 09.

shall mean any plot of ~and shoWJI upon any

recorded subdivision map of the Subject Property including any
Buildings and improvements thereon with ·the exception of the·
common Area.
l. 10.

. :.

11

Man"'ger" shall ~ean the

person,

firm, or company,

if any,: desi~ated from· time. to· time. by the Association to
manage, in whole or in part, the affairs of the Association and·
the.Project.
~

· 1. 11.

shall '?Uean that certain instrument entitled

"A Record of survey Map of Four Lakes Village, A Planned Unit

Deve_lopment", perta'ining to the Proj~ot and recorded or .to be
recorded in the offioe of the county Recorder of summit· coun~,

state qf Utah.

"Mortgaqe 11 shall mean any mor:tgage, deed of trust,

1.12. ·

or-otner security instrument by which a lot or any part thereof
is ·encumbered.
• 11

Mortgageen· shall mean (i) · any person named as a

mortgagee or beneficiary under any mortgage by which the interest
of any owner is encumbered, or (ii) a~y successor to the interest

of such person under such mortgage.

4

•

.
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1.14

••
11

os,,mer"

shail

includi!Jg the Declarant,

mean

the

••

persons,

or

person

owning in fee s.imple a lot in the

Project, as_sucb owne~ship is shown by the records of the County

Recoraer of summit county, State of ·Utah! .The term "Owner 0 shall
not. refer. to. any moz::t(_{agee (unless ~~ch Mortgagee h~s acquired·
• title for ~ther· than security purposes) :or to any person or

persons purchasing a lot under contract (until such contx:aot is
_·fully. performed -and ~~gal title conveyed of record).

"Project" . shaU

1.15 •

mean

the

Subjttct

Land,

the-

.buildings, and all improvements s~itted b~ this declaration and
·'the ·Map •.

"~ubject Land" shall·mean th~ land·upon which the
Proj·eGt

is- situate~,·

as more particularly described in Paragraph

A of the· Rec;tals abov:~-1_.17. ·

.

"Total votes · of the Association" shah mean ·the

tota1 number of votes app~aining to all lots in th~ 'Project, as··
sh~wn i~ Exhibit·A·attached ~ereto.
~

2 •. 01.

· .. · ARTICLE II
SUBMISSION AND PIY~SIQN or PROJECT
submission•. The .Declarant, ·as record

.

.

.

f~e- simple· ·.

owner of the Subject Land, hereby submi~s the Subject Land, the
Lots, the Buildings, ..and all other ilnprcvements now or hereaft~r

·made in or. upon: the ·sub"ject . Lancl to the provisions •of this

Deolaratipn: ·and to·.the

covenants;

conditions,

rest~ictio~s,

-reserv~tions, a~sessment_ charges and liens h~reunder. All o~ said_-··
prop~rty. is

and

shall ·be

held,

· convieyed,

hypothe.cated,.

5
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encumbered, leased, rented, used, and improved as a planned unit.
development to be- known as Four Lakes Vil lag!3 ~

All

of

saiq

property is and shal_l ·. be subject to the . covenants, c:onclition~,
restrictions,

us.es,

limitations,

and · obligations

set

herein; ·each and all.of which are declared an~ agreed to:

forth

be·

for.

the benefit of said Project and. ln furtherance of a plan for

improvement of said property and di vision thereof into- lots;
further, ·eacb and all. of ~he provisions hereof shall be deemed to
run with the· land and· shall be a burden and a benefit to the
dec].a:i;-ant; and -t'o a~y person acquiring;

leasing or owntng. an·

interest : in the real property and i~provements comprising the
Project,

and· its

respective personal representatives,

heirs,

suooessors, and assi~s.

Division

into Lots.

The Project_is
.
. hereby divided

· into lots with an. appurtenant ·undivided· interest in the

Common

Are~s for each lot, as set forth in Exhibit A attached hereto and
by this reference made a part hereof.

·m:rcLE III

NATURE AND INCIDENTS OF·
BUitprNG OWNERSHIP
Interior of Buildings. -Each owner shall have 'the
_exclusive right to paint, repair, tile, wa_?C, paper, carpet, or

otherwise.decorate the interior surfaces of· the walls, ceilings,
floors and doors of the.B\lildings on his lot -and the surfaces of
a-11 walls·, ceilings, floors and doors within ·such boundaries.

6

. ·•
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3.02.

the

••

••

Maintenance of Buildings. Each owner shall keep

interior of his bu~lding,
ceilings,

interior wall's,

including without ~imitation.,

floors,

and permanent fixtures and

appurtenances thereto, together with all doors and windows · and
all limited common areas appurtenant to his lot

in a clean and

. sanitary· condition and in a state' of good repair. In the event
that

any such

lo~ shall ·develop an _unsanitary or· unclean

condition or faii in~o · a state of disr~pair, and in the event

that the OWrie~ of such lot shall fai~ to corr~at such co~dition
.

.

or·· state ~f . disrepair Pfoinpt~y following writt~n ~otice f~om tbe

. . . ..

~ssp~iation, the Association:. shall· have the .•rig~t, ·at _the. ~x~ns~

of·t~e·owner, and without ~!ability to

th~

~ner for trespass or

to . enter said lot and correc~ o·~. ~lind.na.te said

otherwise,

unsanitary
. .

or unclean
condition.or·state of disrepair.
.

3.03.

Right to combine-Lots. With.the written

:·the· Association,: tw.o or ~ore lQts may

·be utiiized
by· th~· Owner or·
.
,'

OW~ers ~ereof as if .they wez:e one lot·.

'

oonse~t of

.

'l'o the extent permitted
.
.

.

by the written consent o~ the Assoc~ation, _any -walls, floor~, or

other··
·. struotura~ separations. ·but

for

the .utili~ation
of
.

·lots ~s one·lot, may,·for.as long aa the
0

-.~ne .lot,. be

µtiiized· b~ the owner

0r.

two~l~ts

-th~
:two
.
.

are ~tilized

as.· ·.

OWn~rs..or ~~ch ~~jo~n~ng ·..

lots as Limited com~on ,Areas,. except. to the extent tha~ they _any
such structural s·eparations a:te necessary or contai,i. facilities

-necessary for. the support, use, or ·enjoyment of other -parts of

the P~oject. ·At a~y time, ~p~n the request of the 'owner of one of
such adjo~ning ·lots, any• opening between the two lots which·~ .but
7
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f8

for joint utilization of the two lots, would have been occupied
by structural sep~rations between the tw~ lots shall thereupon

become co~on Areas.: ·
~ . Title

to

a lot within the Project may_ be

held' ot owned by any person -or entity or-any combination thereof

and in any·manner in which t~tle to any other real property m~y

..

be held"• or

owned

in the suate of

including without

Utah,

H~itation,_joint tenancy or ~enancy·in common.

•

ownership 9f common Areas~. The undivided intere~t

3.05.

in-the Common.Areas-~ppurtehant to ea9h lot ih the Project shall

be· as set forth in•·Exhibit A attached hereto and by this
.refer~nc:e made a .. part hereof. Bxcept as otl_lerwise . pro'!ided .in .
this declar~tion,

the P.eroentages appurte~ant to· each lot. ~s

shown· in· said Exhibit A ··shall have a· permanent
character
.
.
. and
shall not ba altered wi'!:hout the unanimous writ~en.oonsent of al~
·Owners

expressed •in an

amendment to. this

... •

•

declaration duly·

recorded. Except as oth~rwise provided in th~s dec~aration, any

owner shall be entitled to_ nonexclusive use ~f the common Areas
· -(other than· Limited common Areas)

in any_ manner that does not

hinder or encroach upon the x-ights ·of other owners and is not
contrary

to

any

rules

and

regulations· promulgated

by

the

Association. Except as otherwise provided in· t~is Declaration,

any

owner

shall have tbe exclusive right _tc(·-~se and enjoy any

Limited Common Areas that my be designated for ~xolusive use by
such owner.

8

•

••
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3.06.

•··.

t

Inseparability.

~he ··t>roject may J;;e separa~e·d from
·the

• ••

Title to no part of a Io.t_within

any.. othe~

_part ther~of during

period of 9wners~ip h~r~under, and e~oh· lot an~ the uhdiv~ded

interest in the Coml1'ion Areas ~p~urtenant to each lot ~ball always
be_ ·conveyed·, devised, encumbered, and otherwise affected. _only as
0

EvEiry devise,

a complete lot~

-·a

disposition of

d~vis~,

.be_ ··.a

encumbran°c~, ·convey~nce, or 'other

J;ot, or any: part thereof; shall be construed

encumbrance, . conveyance· or

other

·to·

d:isposit'ion~ ..

·. re~pe~tively, of the entire . lot· together
witn
all
appurten~nt
·.
.
.
.
.
·-rights .. created by law or by this · deola·ration, including ..··

appurtenant membership: · i'n the · Association ·as - ber~inafter· set
•

•

♦

•

:"tio subdivision. ·.

No lot or portion.. thereof may. be'

.

divided or . subdivided or a fractional portion thereof sold or
♦•

•

conveyed . s·o
♦•

•

as
•

to

•

be

•

•

•

•

0

I

held. .i~- divided · owneri&hip.
••

•

Under ·no

·

•

. . .·. olroums~anoes shall , interest£?: in a lot be div~·ded -in~o, leased, · ..
sold, . .conveyfad

O"I:·:

used as tiine periods of · interval~ or sold or

conveyed to owners or holders for use.on a timeshare ·basis.

· : <·.
•

· ·3 .os,.

No Parti~ion •.. The

I

~on\lno~

by

a._U

Common A?:~as ·shall be'~wned.in

of the·. owriers, and· no Own~:'=° ~ay. br_ing any action

for partition·thereof.
3.09.

· §eparate _Mortgages by owners.

Each owner shali:

have 1:he right separately· t~ mortgage ol:· othe~ise encumber· his··
lot. _No own~r -~hall attempt to or .. ~hall ha~e the rig~t t.o . ~
. mor~gage ar othe~.i:~e. encumbe~ the · Common Areas· · or any :part

thereof,

except

the-und~y~ded interest therein appurtenant to•his
9
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lot. Except a~ provided in Article XVI hereof, a~y · mortgac,e or·

encumbrance

other

of

any Lot within: the

Project shall

be

subo'rd.inate. to all of . th~ provisions of· this D~cla.ration, and. in
th~ ·event of foreclosure the provisi~ns 6f···th~s Decla~ation · ~hall· ·

be .binding up~n
foreclosure

by

any Owner whose titl~

is· derived

through·

private power of sale, judioial foreclosure, or

·otherwise.·

s~parate Taxation..

Bach lot within the Project·,

incl~ding each Building ahd appurtena~t undivided interest in the:
Common

Areas., · ~ha{1 ·, ~~- . ~~~med.

:to ..be :·· a p~rcei a~d ·shall be .

asse~sed ~eparat~l~ for all taxes, assessments, an~ other charges

special_..im~rovement ~~trict oi;-

':'f

a~! other· ~axin~ or_ assessing_.

authority. For purposes of such assessment, ·the valuation ·of the
•

••

•

•

·•

•

I

.~ommon· Areas ·shall be apportioned amo~g the lots in proportion to

the undivided interests in c~mrnon_ Areas appurtenan~ to such lots.
All such taxes, assessments, a~d oth~r.charges on each respective.
.
.
.
.
· 1ot shail be separately· ·1evied · against the owner thereof. No

forfeiture or-sale_ot any· lot for-delinguent·taxes, assessments,
~r

oth~r

governmental charges shall divest ·or in ~ny way affect

the. ti tie ·.to any other. lot.
3 .11~

=

J1echanfos Liens.

No labor performed or material

furnished for use in connection with any lot with the consent or·
at the request of an owner or his agent or subcontra~tor shall
create ·any right to file a statement of mechanic's li~n against
the

lot of any

•

other owner not expressly consenting to or
10

I

•

586P~t~t232
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:t)

•

••

in

requesting the same ~r against any interest

-the

~reas,

Common_

except the undivided · f?tt~-rest· ·therein appurtenant· t.o the lot ·.of
the ·owner for whom such mat:erials shall have been furnished.

Description .of Lot.

Every contract for the sale

· of · a lot and ever.y -other instrument affecting title to --~ Lot

.within·the project may describe a Lot by· its identifying n~e~
or symb~l as indicated in ·this Declaration· or as shewn. on the

Such descr~pti?n, ·will be construed to describe the Lot,

map.

together. with the appurtenant undivided interest in' the Coltlll\on

.
.
.
. Areas; and to incorporate all"the rights incident to.ownership of
·. .
..
. .
. .
.. .
: .
a. lot witl\in the -~reject and all· of the lb1itations ~n such:

ownership as described in this Declaration and/or the 1\rticles of
•

•

•

•

Incorpofation ~nd ~yLaw~

:

•

•

•

•

I

:

of: the Association.
ARTICLE

rv

BASEMENTS.

Easements for· Encroachments. · If any part of. the .
.. CQmtnOn Areas. encroache~ .. or. shall h,ereafi;er encroach upon B.Jtf.· lot,

.. .

.

.

·an easement for such encroachment
and. for
i"

the

maintenance
·of the
•

same shall· ·and does exist. If any· part: of a · lot encroaches or

an· ..

.sha{~ ·. ·herea·(~e.r . _e~Oroaoh
. .

upo~·: ~he·. ~~min~n . .Ar~a~; or.· upon
.
. .
. .
..
.
. .
adjoining· .·•lot,: an· eas~~n~ for such encroac~ment and · for ·the ..

maintenance of the sa~e shall and does ex~st. If any.part of the
common Areas or any par_t of a ~ot ~ball hereaf~el;' encroach on

r.eal property no~_owned-by the Declaran~ outside the bou~daries
of the . Subj.ect
an easement .for such encroachment
shall and
. . Land,
'
..
do1:3~ . ·exist. ·such. en~roacbments shal·l · not be considered to be ·
11 .
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Ci

~ncumbrances ·eitber

on· the

Common

Areas

or.

the

lots.

Encroaohmerits r~ferred to herein include, but are not limited to,
e~cr-Qaohlnents cause~-by.

er;or

in.the original co~struction o~_the

Buildings o;. any improvements constructe~

-or .. to

. ·..

be constructed

within the Project, 'by err~r in the Map,_ b~ ·settling,

_rising,. or

shifting.of the earth, or by changes in position ca~sed by repair

or· reoonstruotion of the Project,

or any part thereof,

in

acoo~dan~e . with the provisions of this Declaration.
· .4. 02. .· . :·

Ea·sements for Maintenance. • cleaning and Repair~

~omm~~ Areas. at'e or 'mat b~· loc~~e<:J° with~n the

some:..

of

may

be . ·conveniently accessible

the·

only through the

lots .or

lots. · .The.

Association shall have the irrevocable right · 1;:o have access to
ea(?h .lot. and to all CollUl\on Areas from time·: to· #me during such:.

-reasonable·. hours

as

may

be- necessary

for -:fhe

maintenance,-·

~leaning; .repair or replacement of any common areas or for making·
emergenby repairs at any ;ime the~ein necessary to prevent damag~to. :the Collllllon Areas or to any lot~ In addition, the As~ooiation ·.

o~."its:agents ~ay ~nter_any lot when necessary in connection with
any

cleanin~·,

construc~ion··

responsible~

maintenance,

or

repair,

replacement,

landscaping,·

reconstruction for which• the Association

Such

entry

shall

be

made---with

.inconventenae to the Owners as practicable,

as

is

little

and any damage

-caused_ thereby shall be repaired ·by the Assoolation with funds
from the Cotniilon Experise Fund.
4.03.

Right.to Ingress. Egress, and support. Each owner

shall have the right to· ingress and egress over, upon, and across
12

·• •
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• ••

•··

.the 9~~mon Areas as necessary for access to such.Owriep•s lot and
to. a,iy ~lmi_ted Common Areas . appur.tenant to· suc_h lot, and_ shal~

have the· right __ to h!)ri~ontal, vertical and lateral support cjf

such• lot, and such rights shall be appurtenant·to and pass with

title to eaQh"lot.
4.• 04.

Association I s · Right to_ use common Area~.

i'be

Association shall bave an- easement to make such use of th~_common ·
Areas as

~ay

be ne~~SSi)ry". or 'oonvenie~t to .perform .~~

and_·~:

duties

funoti~ns tliat: it ·.is obligat~d or ~itted to perform-·pursu~t_'~
0

. to .this Declaration, incl~cling· wi~out .limita~i~n ~hfl rig~t.

'in. the··.·co~on ·Area~

co~struct. a~d maint~in

i;: :;'.

(~ihe~: t~~n- Limi~e~- .:

Common _Ar~~s) facilities for· use by owners generally or by the .. ·
. ASsoolation. ~~d•

it~

agents G?(Cllislvely •.

•

I

4~ 05. ·

I

Ea~em~nt .for

Completion of Project:·· 'The Declarant ·

::shall ·~ave a trans.f~:rfable easement · over and

on ·. th~

Common

~.eas

for . the. · pu~pose_ ·of d~ing all things rea~onably neoe"ssary
· approp~iate in. ~onneot~on therewith.

To

_or.·..

'the. extent that d~mage·

'is ~nflicted on any part· of th~ Project by any person utilizing
.
. ,·
.
said easement, ~ecl'~rant_ and ~h~ person ~aU:sing said damage.s~a-11·
b~ ·_ -iiabie_ to t:h~ · Assooiation for the · pro1I1Pt, r~pafr of suc:.h ·.
damage;
(j)

Deeme~ C~eated.

Easements
within. the . project
oth'7r~i_se, · shall

hereafter. made,,

be

reciprocal ea~ements

construed· to

as

_All conveyances of lots

whether by· dealarant

grant

and

reserve

or·

such

are provided herefri, _- even though •no ·

.' · 13

~

~
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specific

reference · to· .. .s'Uch

easements

appears

in

any

s·ucb

-conveyance .. .

_ARTICLE Y
· RBSTRic,:rQNs QF USE

Residential uses;

s.01.

thereon

within

the

Project

The. ·lots and any improvements

shall

he

used

exclusively

for

~e~idential and lodging.purposes, such purpo~es to be confined to
. lots _within the Project. No lot· shall be. used for business or

commer~jat·~ctivity~ provided, however, th~t nothing her~in shall

b~ deemed.to_ pr~v~t (a) Declarant or its.duly auth~ri~ed·a~e~ts

.....

f~om usi~g a ~ct for so long as such lot is owne~ by Deolarant,.
a~. sales models or· property management offices, or (b) any ·ewner.·

·Q.r his duly authorized -agent from freely renting or leasing · his
lot:from time to tima.

· No Noxious or Offensive Actiyity.

. s.02.

N~

noxious· or

· ··offensive activity shall be carried on in or upon.any part of the
· proje~t,. no·r 'shall 'anything be do~e or placed ·in or upon any part
.
.
of the . Project· which ls or may become a nuisance or may 9aus~

embarr~s~ment; disturbance, or annoyance to owners.·No·activities
shalL be conducted, no~ improvemen~s ~onstructed, in or upon any

proj~~t which are or may become.unsafe or hazardous tq any person
.... "
_or· property,
...

Restri9tions on· signs.

S.03.

No

signs,· flags,· or.

adver~sing ·devices of any na~ure, including wlthout limitation .
commercial,

devices,

political,

informational,

or directional signs or

shall be· erectea or maintained on any part of the
14

••

••

•
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project ~ithout the prior inspection and wri~ten approval· oi•the
Associat~on, except as may b~ temporarily nec~s~ary to.caution or
warn of danger. If the Association oon~ents to the ~rection of
any such signs-or devices, the same shall be promptly removed

at

the reguest·of the·Associatl~n.

Restriction on Animals.

No animals, l,,irds, fish,·.

0

reptiles,. or pets 0f any kind !3hall be· brought or allowed to..
~emain in · or ~pon · any part of

writteh a~tho~~zation
.. .

is·

the· ~ro:ie~t; unles~ and until..

obtained .from
. th~
. Association.· The

. Association·, . in . the .:sole d~scretio~ of its.. Board of .'l'rus~ees ,·
0

•

Sb~ll have'·tiie right to rev~ke' such . author~~ation

Nb

5.05. .

s1;ructural •. Alterations_. ·· . No

at

any_: time

Owner

shall,

w.i t~o'\lt• t:h,e prior· written· consent of · the A~!:50oiation, make:·· o~· · • ·
.permit· to·

if)

addition

be

ll\ade any structural alterat:io~,

imp~ovement; o~

ot ·to his l'<>t or_ to the Co~~n· ·At;'e,;t.s; No _owne~ shall

i~stall. · in:.:an~.t{i'nd~ws
in the main liying area ."of. his l~t .:an~·
..
..
. wind~;; covm-ing other ·~an· ~e window coverings· approved by the ..

~Eil:' sha11; w~t~out the ~rior wr~tten consent of
~he .Assoc~a~i~n,. ~do. -ny ..~ct that ~o:Uld_ b;ir t~~ . s~ruetural
~ssociat-io~. No

appearance
. . of;.
the-Buildings or=the safety of property or impair any easement or

s~un~ness

•or· jntegrity.of,

or .alter

·t}l~·exteri~r
.

. : ·.

here~itament appurte~~nt to 'the Project.
5.06.·

No Obstructlons. There. shall.be no obsbruction of

.
..
the c~mmon ~eas. by, any owner. owners. ~hall ~either store nor

.

.

l~aye any of their.~ropertf ~n the Common Areas, except with- the
••

•

•

1

prior written consent·· of the Association.
· 15·
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5.07.

prohibition·.

of

Damage and Certain Activities~

Except with the prior writt~n consent of the Association, n~th~ng
shall be dome or kept on any lot, in the Common Areas, ~r in any

Ci

other. part of th~ Proj~ct ·which would result in cancellation of ....
the

part

insurance_ on the Project_ or· any

thereof,· nor shall.

_anything·be aone or kept on any lot which would increase the rate·
of ·insuranqe 9n the Project or any part thereo£ over that whicn

the Association, but for suob activity, would pay. Nothing sha~l
be done ?r kept

on

any · lot or in the _Common Areas or any part

thereof. which woqld .. ·be ·1~ violation ·o~- any s~tute,

ordinance, · regulatio:11,

permit,

validly

or. other

rule,•.

imposed

requirement of any.governmental authority.No -damage to, or-waste

of, the Common ~ea's or any part thereof ~hall.be oommit~ed

~y·

...

. •

any owner or guest of any Owner, and each owner shall inclemnify ...

and bold h~rmleps the Association and the other owners from and
against all. loss resulting. _from any such damage or waste caused
··by such Owner or his guests, les~ees, licensees, or invitees.

5. oa.

Rules and Reg91at1ons.

Each owner shall comply

with ~aoh and all·of the rules·ana regulations governing the use
of the lot$ and/or ·col\l11lon Areas, as such rules and.regulations
may• tram time to· t'ime be ·adopted, amended, or revised· by the ·
Associatio~, -in t~e ·\~ole discretion of

Board of trustees.·

con·~tructi~n· Period Exemption.

5.09·.

of

its

act~al

improvements

constru~tion
within

of

any

the ·project,

During the oour~e

permitted. structures
the

provisions,

or

covenants,

·conditions~ and restrictions· contained in this Declaration shall
16

•

~ou~.. ·588.r~tr238
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be deemed waived• to. the· extent ·necessa_ry · or convenient to permit
•

such construction;_provided, however, that ·dqring the ~ourse of
such·constrqction, nothing shall be done·which will result in ·a
violatipri. of

any

said

provisions,

covena~ts,

or

conditions

res~riotions upon cornple~ion bf the c_onstruotion.

ARTICL~ VI
THE ASSOCIATION
Membership.

6.01.

requi:recl

_to

. Each Olmer shall be entitled and

be a .m~er .. of -_ the A~sociation; .melnbership . shall

b~g-i~· immediately.. and automatically: upon· becoming a Owner and

shall terminate'immediately
and _automati~al~y upon· ceasing to ~e.
....
an ciwner. ·.If title to a lot -is held .by more_ than· one: p~rson, the
•

•

♦

•

•

•

•

•

membership ·appurtenan~ · t~ that lot sha_ll

•

PE: s~ared

by all s~ch .

persons· in the same proportionate . interests arid by the same ·_type
...

·of ten~~cy in whidb; title to the lot is' held.. An · owner shall b'e ·
. entitled to . one membership
.

for .

~ach . l~t : owned ~y . him.

_membership sb~ll be a~purtenant . to_ the_ ~ot to which

it

·xach

.
relates ·

a_nd shall be transferr~d automatically by conveyance o( that- .lot •..
_.~wri~rship. of· a · ~ot ~it);lin the P~o~ect cannot be sep~rated-· fr~m ·

..

.

menibership.

in ·the ASsociation

appur~enant' thereto;' ~nd

"
any

devise, encumbrance, ·.conv.eyance, or. other dispositfon Qf a lot

·f?hall be_ construed to be a devise, ~ncumbrance; · conveyan9e,or

ether dispasiti~n~ respective~y, of:th~ ow.ner•s membership
.

.

in ·t~~

.Associatiol) and rights.· a~purtenant ·thereto~ No person or enti:ty

other than an· owner. may be a·· member of

t~~

A~~ociation,

and . ·

17
....
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(i)

memb·ership in the Association may not be transferred except in

oonnectipn with the transfer'of a lot.
The .number of votes appurtenant· _to ~ch".

~.

. 6. 02.

respective let shall :be allocated on the basis of the undivided

interest in the common Areas _appurtenant to each Lot, and. shall
b~ as set. forth· in: Exhibit A attached hereto and ~Y this
reference made a part hereof. The number of votes appurtenant to
each lot as set ·forth in said Exhibit A shall have a permanent

character _and shall_ not be altered without· the unanimo~:written
consent. of

,.

~wners expressed in an: amendment · ·to t~is ·

all

O~cl~~tion duly recarded.
· 6.03.· ·

Amplification." The provisions of this Article VI

may be amplified by ,Art~cles

of

Incorporation and Bylaws·of the

As~ociation,; . provided, however, that no such amplification shall
~1;1bs~an,:ially alter or amend any rights or obligations ·~f the ..

:Owners . set- forth in this Oeolaration. A copy of the initia~
Bylaws of the'Association are attached hereto as Exhibit Band by
this reference_made a part ~ereof. ·

.

6.04~

.

Deolarant•s Authority to

Notwithstanding

~nything

contained

in

Trustees.

Appoint
the

Articles

of

· Incorporation or Bylaws ·of the Association to the contrary, the
. Declarant is hereby author.ized to appoint a~d rempve all members.
of

the

Board

of

Trustees; · provided,

however,

that· such

autho.rization granted·to the Declarant by this·seotion 6.04 shall
.

•·

expire and shall be of ~o further force or effect upon the f_irst
to oe:cur of the followingr

(i>

18

••

,aoo,.
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(a)

The sixth anniversary of the date hereof; or

(b)

The conveyance ·of lots to which three fourths of

tlie·~ndivided 'interest in the Common Areas appertain, or the
· adding of all

of the additional land~ . as

described in

. Article XIII hereof,· to the project, whicneve~ last occurs.

Amendment of Article.

6.05.

be

amended

.

.

unless

.
.
the· owners · of

This Article VI shall not
all

lots

in

the

Project

unanimou~ly con~~t ·and agree to such amendme~t by ins~ruments
duly recorded.

ABTICLE YU,

CERTAfN.RJGHTS AND oetrG~f~Ns
OF THE ASSOCIATION
common Areas.

7.01.

SUbj~ot to..' the .'ri.ghts · and. duti~s· of

· the owners as .set fo~th-in this Declaration, and subject -t~ the
.

.

.

: proy-isions .of section 3.05 ·hereof,

the Assooiatibn ~hall be···

;respon~ihle for the· exoiusive . manageme~t and_ control of the
Common Areas anc{ ~11 impr~v~ments·. there~ri. ( iriciluding the' Common

..

Facilities).,

and. shall

keep

the

same . in

a

goog,_ · clean,

· attraqtive, safe, ~d sanitary' condition, order and repal~. The.
Asso~iation sh~ll. be .resp~nsible. for :the· ·main~en~nce · and repa~r
of -the. exterior

of· t~e · Buildings

and the

Cifr~uncls,

inc_luding

with~ut.limita~ion pain~~ng~ ·repair and replacement of exterior
trim and roofs,

drivewa~s.

and maintenance of· l:andse:ape, .·walkways,

Th~. ~sociation. sh~ll

.

.

a~sp

be

responsible

and

for

m~int~n~nce, repair·. ilJld · replacement of common areas within the·.
buildings,

Gi)

including, w~thout · limftation, hallways,

elevators,.
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. utility lines,- and all Common Facilities,. improve~ents, and other

.

.

items located within or used in connection with the common Areas.
';rhe specification· o~ !1ut'ies of the Association with respect to
particular . Cotnmon Areas shall not be ·.construed. to limit; .1t·s·

duties with respect

to

other common areas, as set forth in· the

~irst sent,noe of this section. Al goods and services procured by
the Association in performing its responsibilities under this
section shall be ,paid for with funds froro the Common Expense

_Fund.The Association may by -written contr~c.t· =

. · Manag,x:;

. 1·. 02.

delegate in whole. or · in part· to a professional Manager such of
tpe Association's duties, respons~bilities, functions, and powers

hereunder as are.properly delegable. The service~ of any Manager

.

"

.

.

retained by the '.ASsociation sh~ll be paid for with funds from the
Common·Expense Fund,

Miscellaneous Goods and seryi~es. The Association
. may obtain and pay · for · the services ·of such personnel as ~he
7.03.

Associatio~. shall determine t~ be necessary or desirable for

·. ·pr~per op'eration of the · Pr~ject,

the

whether such personnel are-

'fu;nished or employed directly _by. the ·Association or by . any
•

•

•

•

I

•

a

person . or entity· with whom or with which it contracts.

The

~ssooiation may obtain and pay for legal and ·accounting services
necessa~y or desirab_l!l i·n co~nection with the operation of the

Project or the enforcement of this f?eolarati~n. In addition to,
the foregoing, the Association may acquire, and pay for out of

the

Coll\l'L\on

Expense

Fund,

water,

sewer,
20

••

garbage

collection,

.•

..
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electrical,

g~s,

cable

television

a·nd

·•

•·

other. necessary

or

desirable· ut..ility ·services for the Common Areas (and for the

Lots

to . ~e

extent. not

separately

metered. -or· Qilled),

and

insurance, bonds, and other goods and ·services common to the

lots.
7 .04. ·

Real and Personal Property.

The 'ASs9oiation -may

acquire and hold· real, · personal and. mixed property of all types
for
~

the

'use

'prope,;ty·

by

and

benefit of ail the ~ers. and may dispose of such .

sale . or'

o~erwise.

Al~ such property, . inoluciing

common· facilities,· shall be pa.id for ·out of the common Expense

.

.

: . Fund. :and all proceeds frOtn · tbe d~s_position thereof shall be

par~ ~~ such Fund.•
. 7. 05.

Rules and Regulations. .

The •Associat"ion may· make

reasonable rules arui. :regulations. governing 'th~ use. ·of the lots,

the Common.Areas, and·the .Limited Common Are~s, which rules and
. regulati?n~

... ·estaJ?lished

~hall
·. br/
·with· .-the ~ights
.and · d~t.ies
..
. . consistent·
.
. .
..
in .this Declaration..
'l'he Association may ~~~-

judicial a~tion ag~inst any.owner to enforc~ compliance_ w~th ~ucb
rules. and· regu_lations ·er ·other obligations·: of Owners arising·
.
;
.
hereunder, or tq obtain_ ~ma.ge_s. f·or nonco~plianoe 'therewith, as

permitted. by law.·.. Iri the ~vent of such j~dicial actio~, the.
A~~ociation shall be entitled to recover ·.it~ co~ts, including
reasonable a~to~ne_ys~· fee·s, .from the offend.ing_
7.06.

granting Easerne~ts.

owner._

The Assooiatio~ m~y, withou~

the votes or. ·consent of the owne·rs or any other ·person, grant or •

c.reate, on such terms as· it deems advisable, utility and similar

Mo~

586P~cr243
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easements and rights~of-way·over, under, across and through the

common areas.

Impli;d ·Rights.

7.D7.

~he Association. may exerci:se a11y.·

right or privilege given· to it expressly by this D~olarat~on or
by law,

and every other ri~ht or privilege reasonable implied

trom the existence of any right or privilege given to it herein

or

reasonably

necessary

to

effectuate

any

such. right

or

privilege.

ARTICLE YIU·
: . ASSESSMENT-.

Agreement to Pay Assessments. Deolarant, for each

s.01.

·10~

owned by it within the Project, .and for arid as the owner of

the Project a,id ·every part. thereof, here)?y ·covenants

and

ea~h

0~11er of any _lot by the ac~eptance of instruments of conveyanb~
and transfer therefor, whether or not it.be so expressed
instrwuents,

in said

~hall. be deemed to covenant and agree wlth each
(I)

other · and with the Association to pay to the Association· all

assessments made by the A$sociation fo~ the purposes provided i~tnis Deolaration. Suoh assessments shall be fixed, established
and ~olleoted from time to ti~e as'provided in this Article VIII.

Annual Assessments.

a.02 •

Annual assessments· shall be

. -co~~uted and assessed against all lots in the.Project as follows:
(a)

upon

common Expense.

advance

requirements

Annual Assessments shall be based

~stimates

to

provide

of
for

the

Associat~on•s

payment

of

all

cash

estimateq

expenses· arising out of or connected with 1naintenance and
22

·• •

580'.
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_-Qperation of the Common Areas- and- common ·Facilities and/or

· furnishing: utility ~ervic·es and· othe~ ~ommon items
such estimated expenses ~ay 'include,

Lots.

things, the• foliowing:.

special· assessments

to

the

among· other

Expenses of management; taxes and

(until

the

Lots

are

separ~tely

assessed);
.
. premiums
.
. for all
. insur~nce. that the Association
is required' oi permitted to maintain hereunder;· repairs and

. maintenance," wages for Association·
employees; including
fees
.
.
. :.
for a Manage~- (if any); ut~~ity cb~rge~ 1 including charge~
·for

utility

servfoes

to

the

separately m~te.red or bille~;
deficit remaining fr(?m

reasonable

Lats

to. the

-legal ·and

extent

not ·

0

accounting fees; any.

_a previ~~s period; cr.eation. o~

a

contingency reser~e, . surpl~s,·· and/or· ~inking

fund;. and. a"ny. other: ~xpenses a~ liabilities which may be·.
incurred by. the Association for the ·benef ~t,. of ·~11 cf the
.. O~ers under or by .rea~on of
. .
.

thi~~ ~~o~~ration.

Such· s~a.ll:
..

constit~te the Co~on Expense, .and al~· funds received. from

assessment under.- this Seotion

a. 02 · shaU

be

part

of

the'

common ExI?ense Fund·.- ....

: (b)··

Apportionment.. '

Expenses

attribut~ble.

tt?

the

. Common· Expense . or ·to · the. Pr~ject · as a whole Eiliali ·be

,apportion~d a~on~ and ass~ssed to all owners.in proportion

. to th~ir respectiv~-~~divided interests .in the common Are~s •
. Declar~t shall be liable . for·. the amqunt. of any asses~ments •.

against completed Lot~ owned by it.·
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annual Budget.

(c)

Annual- Assessments

shall .be

determined on. .' a .M~y
.. 1 through April 3 o f !seal year basJ,s .' · •
on or before April· ·1 ·.each year, t_he Association shall:

prepare

.or

. upcoming

oau~e to be prepared and oper~ting budget for the

....

fiscal

year.

Tbe

budget

shall

itemize

the

estimated expenses of• _common Expense for such fiscal year,
antiqipated receipts (if any), and any deficit or surplus

as

from·· t4e .prior opera:ti~g p~riod.

The budget shall ser-ve
.
.
· . the supporting· doc~en~ for . the Annual Assessment for the

· upc~m~ng fis~al

·year: and

as t;he ~ajor guideline under which

the ~reject shall b~ operated during such annual period.
(_d)

Notice A)1d

Payment.

Annual Assessments shall be

made on a May 1 through April• 30 _fiscai· year basis.
Assooiation shall furnish ~o each

Tha·

owner a copy:of the budget

and notify ·each owner -as to tt:ie ·. :amo~nt of the Annual
-Ass.essment_

.

with respect to . his Lot· on . or before Aprll 15' ·

each. year f_or -the f isoal year c~encing on May 1 next

f~liowing such date.

Each Annual Assessment shall be'

payable in tw~lye,. (12) equal -monthly installments due-on the

U-<.
,:.

....

~irst day of. each calendar month.during the fiscai year to
which the assessment relates or at the discretion of -t;he

"!.,1 •••••

'·

Board of Trus~ees in quarterly'and/~r unequal installments;

provided, however, that the first Annual Assessment shall.be
based upon and shall be payable in installments during the
b~lanc~ of the.fisc~l year remaining.aft~r the date hereof.
All ·unpaid instailments of any Annual Assessment shall bear
24

••

,oo,

~

5.86Pi',r.~246
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(i)

·•· •·

•

••

in:terest· at the rat~ of one and -one-half percent (1-l/2%l
per month (or at. such ·lesser rate egual to the maximum

interest rate.allowed by applicable la~)· from th~ date each
such installment is. due until paid.

The failure of. the

Association to give timely notice o~ any Annual Assessment
as

be.

herein· shall · not

provi~ed

_deemed · ·a · wai:ve~

or

modifioation in any respect of the~provisions of tbi~
Declaration, or· a · re~~ase of. any own~i _. f~oll\
•

•

•

•

Jo

t ••

th~·

oblig~tion

,

•

to pay such assessme_nt or· any other as.sessm~~t; but the -date
.when

the··

payment shall become. due in_ such .oas~. sbail. be;

defU'red :_ to a . date fifteen ( 15) days after notice of_ su!=Jb
.
..
assessment 'Shall havfi be~n given _t~ the <>wner in the -mann~r

.provided·!~ this Declaratio~. ·

Inadequate Funds:

In the event that the · Co~on . ·
.
.
·Expense. Fund ~r~ves !~adequate at iU)Y time for . whatever

· (e)

the

. reason, . .inolud_ing nonpaym(?nt of any owner Is.. assessment,
As~ooi~ticm.

may

levy ·additio?al assess~ents iJ) accordance

with the procedur~ _'set 'forth in secti~n 8. 03 below, .,xcept
. t~at the.vote ~here~n specified shail_be unnecess~ry •.
o

•

~

I•

♦

•

s •03 ~ . : · Speo1a·1 ·Assessments.

•

o

•

In addit'ion to- the Annual

.

.

.

Assessinents autb~rized by this Article, the-..Association tnay levy";

at -any time and· from time to ·time~ ·upon affirmative -vote of at_
least.' fifty-:one

percent

(51%) • of

the · total

votes

of

th~

~sooi8:tion,. Spec~al Assessments·,. ·paya.bie o:ver such peri~ds as ..
~h~ ·Association

maY. determine, for the purpose of defrayiJ)g, in.

wh01e··or iri part, the cost of any construction OJ: reconstruction,
25
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unexpected repair o;r replacement of the Project ~r ~ny. part

"t:hereof, or f6r."ariy other. expenses incurred or."to be incurred as

.
.
provided in this Declaration '(including wi1;hout limitation-Common
Expenses) •

Thi~· ·seoti?n shall not lie ~onstr~~d as ·an independent

so~ce of authority· for the Association to incur expenses, but
shall be construed ·to prescribe the manner of assessing for.
expenses aUth!Jrized by other Sections or Articles hereof.

Any

.amounts
assessed
to owners in
.
. . pursuant hereto shall be · ~ssesseci
.
pi:oportion

to_. ~~eir

respe~tive undivided ~·ntex:ests in the co~on

-:Noti.;,e · i~• wr~ting· of . the. amount

Areas. .

of

such

Special

Assessments. and· ·the time for ·payment thereof shall be -given

promptly

to ··the. Owners; no· payment

shall be · due less
than . fifteen
.
(~5) days aft~r such notice shall have been given. All unpaid

· . portions· · of any Special _Assessment shall bear ipterest . at the·

rate of one and one-half perc$nt (~-~/21) per month (or at such
l_esser ·. rate · equal

to the maximum interest rate allowed by

applicable law) from . _1:.he d~te _such portions become due until
All funds received from assessments under. this Section

pa.i,d.

shall be part of the Common Expense Fund.

·e • O'i.
_of .

Lien for As!3essments.

any .Lot: ~1t),_· the .~roject
_vi:tj:·,: ~-~ogether
be. -.'i~~~fed ·by

Article
... ··· shall

All" ·s\1,ms assessed to Owners ·

pursuant t~ the provi~i9ns of this

w_ith interest ·thereon a·s provided herfiin,
a

lien

on

such

Lot.. ;in

favor

of

th!,!

' Association-•. : · -~o· evidence a lien fo! s~ms . a~·se~sed pursuant.

t~.

this Article VIII, ·the Association may prepare· a written notice.

of lien setting forth the amount of the assessment, the date due,
26
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•

•

•••

the amount remai~ing unpai4,· the na~e of the owner of the Lot anda description of· ~~e 'Lo:t·.

Such a notice sha-11 be s ·~gned and

acknowledged.by a duly authorized officer of the Association and

may. be· ,.-ecorded .~n. the -office of· the Count:y Reqorder of s~lt
County,. state of Utah.
.

.

there is. a delinquency

No notice of lien shall be recorded until
~

.

payment of the assessment.

Suoh. lien

.~ay be 'enforced
by. ·judici~l
foreclosure by the Association
the
.
.
. in
.
.:
.
same manner. in ·which
mortgages on. .real property·.may.
·.
.. be foreclos·ed

in the State of

Utah. ~ ~ any such foreolosure, the· ·own~ ~hall

.

'

be r~qui,;ed .to· ·pay 'the· costs_ and expenses -~f s\ich .prooeeqing

. .(in~luding .reasona~le attorneys•
. expenses· ·shal-1.' be. se6'ir~d

:own~~- ·sha~i

a~so · be

by

.•

fees)

and

such ·costs

the lier,t ·.being . for~d'losed.'

and
The

requir,a·· t:o pay· _to. ttie Asso~!ation. any.

· -•assessments · against the·

-~t- ~hich

shall become due during the

peri~ o~· fo~eclosure, and·all·such ass~ssm~~ts shall ·be ae~ure~
b~ the lien b~ing fbrecl~~ed.· •. The Association shall h~ve. the·.

right· ~nd power t~. bid'

'in. ~t _any

foreclosure sale, and ·to ·hold,

iease; mortgage,. or conv~y the· ~Ubject ~t.

The rights of the·

be in addition· tC? any
.l~w with' respect to . liens . for and . . .

associati~~ und~r ··this Section 8. 0.4 sb~ll

o~~~ ::4.righ~s .. pro~i~~d
..by
.
.

.Qolleotion of unpaid asses~ments.
8.05

Annual

'Pergonal.Qpligation of owner •. The amount of any

..
.
or Spaci~l Assessment against any . Lot shall . be the

.

.

·pers9nal·o~ligation of the OWne~ of' such Lott~ the Association.

suiu to re~over

·a

money ~jll;dgment for s~~h personai obli_gation

shall ·be·. main~~inable by. the A~sooiation without· foreclosi,ig or
21
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No owner may avoid or·

waiving the . lien se0u~i1_1g the same.

-diminish any such personal obligation by waiver of the use and

imy of·tlie .Co~on
Areas or by abanc;lonment of his Lot
.
.
...
o~ by waiving -any .services_ or amenities provided f·or in this·
enjoyment of

.

.

In the event of any suit to recover · a money

Declarat;ion.

judgment . for unpaid. assessments hereunder,

the involved Owner

shall -p~y th~ oosts and expenses incurred hy the Association·in

connection therevithr. including reasonable. attorneys• fees •

. a.-06_~

: -statement

ot· Agaount.

Upon

payment

of· a

reasonable fee not ·to: exceed $10.~~ an~·upon written request_ of·

any OWher,
purchaser

Mortgagee,
of

prQspective Mortgagee,

a• Lot,· the• Association

state~ent setting forth tbe following:

shall

or prospective
issue a

written

The amount. of the unpaid.•

assessm~ts, .if any, with respect to suo~. lot;· .the· amount of the
current Annual · assesnent and the date· . or dates · upon which

.

.

installm~nts ·thereof become due1 credit for advanced payments or.
p~~paid itemsi inol~ding withou~ limitation the owner's share·or
pr~pa~d ins~rance premi\Ui\S.

such statement shall be conclusive

upon the'. Association ·in f 11vo_r of persons who ·rely thereon in gooa
. faith.·

a. 01: ·

."Personal Liability

provisions of

Section

·of

Purchaser.

Subject to the.

e.Q6·and Art~cle XVI her~~f, a purchaser or

a. Lot shall 'be jointly·. and ·seyerally liable· with the seller
■

•■

'

•

·thereof• for all unpaid assesl3ments against such · Lot up to the

time of the grant or conveyance; provided, however, that the
provisions of this Seoti~n shall not prejudice the purchaser's
28
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right to recover _from th~ seller the ~mount paid by the purchaser
•

for· such assessments •.. :

· Amendment of Article. This Article ·vIII shall not

8. 08.,

be ·amended unless
unan~mous1y·

the ow~ers of

consent. and .agree
.

.
.
.
instruments.duly

all
to

lot;s

such

in

tne

amendment

Project.

by

the

recorded.·

ABTICLE IX
INSQRANCE
-9 •.01. ·

Tn,es of rnsurance.

and,

and ke~p in. °full fore~

The Association shall obtain.

effect ·at all·· times the following
.
.

types_ of i~surance ~overa~e, ~rovided by companies· licensed to do
b~siness in the-stite
(a)

of Utah.

fire ana -casuarty Insura11c§. .

The Association··

shall. obtain a' policr or policies ·of in~urana~ on
Project in ~uc~ . amounts

~e

as shall _proyide for . replacement

thereof in· the· evept · of .'damage_ or destruction from the
~

.wi:ic~. ·.sucll.
.

i~s~ran~~ · is
. obtained, .whi~h
·insurance s;twll be ·in ao~ordanoe with, cov~rage customarily
.
.
.
.
. maintained by ·.other -planned unit. . development .. projects
casuaity ag~ins~

similar in. construdtton, design, . ~nd :use.

·such insurance

·· ·

include fire and extended· coverage,: vandalism ·and
.
.
. .
.
'.
malicious mischief, and such other risks and hazards against
. .
·.
.
.
.
.·
.whic.n the Associat~on _shall deem it appropriate to provide
.~hall

'insurance protection.

Tbe A~soci~tion may comply with the

above re~irement~ by.- th~ purchase of blanket coverage · and

may

elect

such·

11

deducti'ble 11

provisi'on~

as

in

the

29
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Association's ·opi~1on are oon~istent with good busines~

practice.
(b) ·

Public Liability and PrOJl@rtv hamage Insurance •.

The Association· shall-· obtain a broad fonn of oomprehensive

liability· insurance
coverage, in such amounts and •in·. such
.
forms as ·1t deems advisable to provide adequate protectian·
against l.:iability for personal injury, death, and property.

· damage; provided, however, that in no eve~t shall the single
combined liabil!ty·limit of such insurance coverage be less
•,.

1'

. than·

••

•

•

one · Mig_ibn·· Dollars

w~thout· ~~~:lta~~o~,

includ·e

I

•

•

($1,000,000).

,.

·

•

•

O'

.coverage shall_

liabiltty . for operation

of.

automobiles on behalf of· th~ Association and all activities
: in conneot with. the. ownership, operation, maintenance, ·and
other use of the Project.

Workmen's Compensation Insurance~ The Assooiation·

(c")
sha'll

obtain

m~intain

and

employer's· liability

workmen•s. _compensation

i~surance

and

all

and

other -similar

insurance •with respect to employees of the Association.· in·

the amounts and in the forms new or hereafter required by

....·

1-aw.

Fidelity. Bond.

(d)

The Association shall obtain and

maintain a fidelity· bond indell\llifying the Association and

the Board o~_Truste~s ~rom and against any loss of money or

.

.

·· other personal p~oparty belonging to the Associ~tion or

~o~

which the Associ~tioh is legally liable, occasioned by any
dishonest or fra~dulent aots committed by the officers, ·
30
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·• .

trustees,· or

employees of

..•

the Association.

coverage for· each fiscal year of

~~e

· ~e

bond

Association·shai~ be at
.
.

least equal to 150% of the estimated cash requirements of
the Association for each suah fiscal year as determined by

the Board of 'l'rustees.

Form ·of Insurance·.
Project,.
(a)

as possible,

Insuran.ce coverage on ·the ·

shall be in;the follow~ng

casualty In~~rance.

~~rm:

casualty Insurance··. shall. be

carried in a·. font or forms na~ing the Association as the

insured,
(for s~

as.· trustee . for

·the Owneri;s and for . the D~alarant
0

long

as~De~larant holds an interes~ in the Projeo~
.
. .
.
.
.·.
whether 9r not Declarant is an owner)·, and such· policy. or
policies shal~- specify the i~t~r~s~ of . each

O~~e~ ·.-(~eris

. name, ~ot n\llllber,· and the appurtenant undivided interest in
I

the Common Ar~as).

~ach policy·. shall provide a standard;

·noncontx:~butory mortgagee cla!,lse in- •fav9r of .each M~»rtgagee

which

Ci

fro~· tim~

~o. · ti~e

Association of it~ Mor~age.

shall

give

notice· to

the

Each polior shall also provide

that it. ~anJjOt be :ca_n~~led eithe~ by. -~e insured. or. by

.insur~n~ com~~ny_ until after ·~ifteen · (15) _
·written -notice. "is . first given ·t:o

each·
.

days

·_th~

prior

owner,· ·to.
. the
.

Dec:::larant, and ·to e~ch Mortgagee which has requir~d such
notice in wri:ting.

owner, · and ·. to

The -Association shall furnish to -each

each ·Mortgagee

requesting . ~e

same,

a

·c~rtifi'cate of· coverage, includ~ng an' identifioatlon of the •. ·

owner's ~nterest.
31,
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(b)

public Liability and Property Damage :rnsuranae •.

Public liability ~nd p~operty c1amage insurance· shall name
the. Association·. as the insUt:ed, as trustee for each owner
and for

the

Ci

Declarant (for so long as. Deolarant· -h:olds·. an

an ·..

interest in th_e Project whether or not· Declarant is

owner) , and Dhall protect the Association, each owner, and·
the Declarant against liability for acts or omissions of the
'Association and all other persons and entities

in

connection·

· with the_ ..ownership, operatiol.l;. mainte~anc$, or other use of·.

the P~oj~~. :.

Eadi

such :policy. shaii _·p~~y_ide that it cannot

..

be cancelled either· ··by the insured or by t_he insura11oe

companr until after fifteen

to

(15)

day~ prior written notice

the Association, to each owner, ~nd to 1:he Oeolaran~ •.
cc·).

Policies.

All insurance polic~es oJ;tained by ..the

Assooiation.pursuant to this Declaration shall be issued by
an insurance company

or

companies licensed to do business

1:n _the state ~f Utah which has or have a general policy·
holders rating of B+ or better · and a finanQial category

rating of Class XII or better in Best's Insurance Guide.
The· Association' shall secure the insurance policies that'

will provide for the following:

(i)

The insurer shall waive subrogation as to any

· claims againt;;t the . Association,· the Deolarant,
Manager, ·the owners,

the

and their respective servants,

agents, and guests;

32
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~

(ii) The policy or policies on the Project can~ot

-be

cancelled, invalidated, -or suspended on account of

the conduct of any one or more individual owners;·
(iii).The policy or policies on the Project cannot

be c.anoelled,. invalidated, or suspended on account of
.
.
the conduct of any trustee," officer,·or·employee· of the
Association, without a prior demand

in

writing that the

Association ·cur~· -the defeat; and
(iv)

·.rmy __"no

other insurance" clause in tlle policy

or p~licies on. the Project· shall exclude individual
.
.
owners• policies fro~'oonsideration •.

The provisions· of . this ··
Additional eqverage~
Deolaratlon shali. • not· ·w oonstrued to· limit • the pow$r or
authori_ty of the Asso'?ia:tion · ·to o_bta~n and ~aintain in'suranoe

ooverage in ad~ition to a~y.insuranc~· coverage requ~red by this
:_~eclara~ion;. in such amo~nts apd in su~ fon.s ·as the ·Ass_ooia~·1on

.-may deem approp,:iate from time to time:··
9,04.·

.

Aqjuptment and contribution •.. EXolusive authority
.

.

to adjust ~osses under ~o.licies· her.ea~ter in• force on the :Project
shall be ·vested· in the·
. -Asso~lation. · · In no event shai1·
-.
. .the·

insurance coverage obtain~d· and· m~intained: by the Associat~on

h~reunder pe brought into'oontribution with insurance purchase~
.

.

by•individual Owners or their Mortgagees.
9.05.

Owner's

Own

Insurance.

. Notwithstanding

the

provisions hereof, each Owner may ··obtain insurance· at ~is• own

expense prqviding. coverage upon his ~ot,

any

.buildings ahd

33
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improvemen~s, bis ·p~sonal property, for his.personal liability,
and

covering· such other risks as he may . deem appro~ia:te;

provided that ea·ch such. P<?licy shall p~ovide _that it does not
diminish the -insur~n~e carr:ier•s cov~rage

under insurance policies obtained

liability. ·a~ising

the Association pursu~nt to

All such insurance of the owner's Lot shall waive

this Article.

the

by

ior

'insurance

oompany•s

right

of

subrogation

against

the

Association, ·the Declarant, the'Manager, other owners, and their
respectiv~ servants,.~gents, and guest~, if'.s~ch·insurance oan be·
obtai~ed· ·pursuant:. to ~i~~~stry practice· without addit~onal premiwa

charge for the.waiver of. subrogation rights.

Reyiew·of Jnsurance. The Association shall review·

9;06.

·annua-lly the' coverage a:nd po~icy limfts of all insurance . on the ..
ProjeC?t ·and adjust the same at its discretion.
review may

Include an .appraisal of the improvements in the

P~oject. by, a representative of
prov14ing the policy

or

tn~

insurance carrier or carrier~··

po1Jo1es on the Project, or by -such

other_qualif~ed appr~isers as the Asscoiati~n

10.01.

Such annual

may

select.

ARTICLE X
DAMAG~ QR DESTRUCTION
Asso.ofation as Attorney in Fact.

All of the

own~rs · irrevocably oonstitut_e · and appoint the .-Association their

true and lawful attorney ·in.fact in their name, place, and stead
for the purpose ·of dealing with the Project ·upon its damage or
-destruction as hereinafter provided.

Acceptance by any grantee

·of a deed from the Declarant or from any Owner shall constitute

•· .•

34
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an appointme~t by said gr~te~ of the ass.ociation as his attorney
in fact as herein provided.

As at~orney in fact, the Association

shall have tull and complete authorization, right, and power to
make,

execute,

and

deliver

contract,

any

deed,

or

other

instrument with _respect.to the interest of an owner which may_be
.necessary or appropria1:,e ·to e?Cercise the-.powers herein granted.

Definition of Btpair and Recon,truction.
and . reconstruction of the· improvements

as·· used.

Repair

herein ,Jneans

restoring
the Project.
to substanti~lly
the same . condition i:n
.
..
.
~hich it ~x~~t~d prior to
damage or. dest~µction, with.eaoh

the

common· ·Areas ·having substantially ~e. · sa).1le ver~ical
~nd -horizo~tal boundarief as l>e~ore. ·

Lot and the

· Progedures •.

· 10.03 .
is_··. dama~ed

..·

In-the ·event any part of· the ~ojeot ..

or·· .destroy~d! ··th~ Assooiati·on

shall

proceed

as

· -follows:

... ca> · Est11nate
. .

AP soon.as practioabie .after
.
.
an event.causi~g damage·~o or destruction of any part of the
! .

of
.

·costs.
...

.

.

.:

P~9jeot,. ~e Assooiat;l~~ ~h~ll obtai~ co~plete .and .rel~~~le ·

esti~~tes. ~f. the. . costs to. repair- a~d
. . . reconstr~ct . that .p~rt
b+ -the i>r•cij·e~t ~amaged.:.or destroyed •. · .
•

•

•

.· (b).

•

I

•O

•

0

•

•

.. .·

•

auffio!ent Insu'ranoe.

If

the proceeds . of t-lie

insurance maintaiijed by the Associati~n equal o~ exceed the

.
.
. . ef?tim~ted. costs to r~p~_ir and reconstruct the damaged Qr
de·stroyed ·..part of · .the Project; · such repair and
.
.
recc;>nstruction _shall· be: carried out. . ~he px:oceeds ~f. all

ihsuranoe coll~cted ~r ·~aintain~d by the Association sha~l
35
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· be available to the Association to pay . the costs. of such
rep~ir

and

If

re~on~truotion.

the

proceeds

of

such- ,

insurance are iJ?SUffioient to pay the_ ··actu_al costs of such

..

:1"epair ·and· recortstruoti9n,
.
.
.

the Association· shall levy a

special.Assessme~t.sufficient to provide funds to pay ~~ch

.actual ~osts '.pf.' :repair and re~onstruotion.

Such Special

Assessment ·shall be allocated and collected as provided ~n
section

s..-Ol

hereofi except that. tl,l.e vote therein specified·

. shall; be unrieo.essary •. · Further levies may b~ made in

matµ1~~

1:f ··~e. ~~wit~ ~olleoted

iike

(together, -~ith the prooeeas.

of J.nsu~ance) · are ·insuf~ici~nt ··to pay all actual costs.

of

.. such repair and·reo~nst~ction.

.

.

(c) ·

.

.

.

±nsuftioient tnsurance

riestµ4cti0n.

Less

If tlie pr~ceeds of the ihsurance

than

zn.

maintained

by

the· .Association are less than the esti~ted costs to repair

and reconstruct the damaged or d~stroyed 'pa·rt of the··Proje~t
and .. l'f less th~n seventy-five-:peroent· (75%) of the B~ildings

are d~g·ed or destroye~,

such· ·r~~~ji.··a·nd reoonstru~tion

shall. 1:1evertheless be carried ou~ •. _. ·the proceeds of 'all.
in·surance ·colleqted or maintained by ·the Association shall .

be_· av~.i,labie

to the .Asli?oo:l:ati!l~. to .. pay.. _the costs of such.

~

repair and reconstruction. . The As'sooiat:ion- "shall levy a
.
.
special Assessment· sufficient to provide funds to pay the
a·c.tual costs of such repair and reconstruction to the extent

t~at such insurance proceeds are insufficient to pay such
costs.

Such Special. Assessment shall be

allocated arid

~

36
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collected as provide.d

in

Section

••

·a. 03 hereof, except that

the vote theEein specified. shall be ·unnecessary .. · ·. Furth~r

levies may be·made in like manner if the amounts collected
(together with the proceeds of insurance) are insufficient .

to pay all a~tual costs of such repair and reconstruction~
.
..

insufficient Insurance -- 75% o~ More Destruction;

If

the

p~ooeeds

of. the

insurance_ maintained

by

the

bso.=ci~tion .are ;L.ess tban the estimated .costs··to repair and
--?;~~onstruct the d~m~ged. or clest~oye~ pa~t.

0~

the

and··

Projec~

·if seventy-five· P,eroent· (75%) · or more o·f. the· Bu~ldings ai:e ..
' da~aged . or destroyed, such damage or: de~truct:ion . sh~ll ~e . ;··

repaired and :.r;eccnstruct"e~ as provided i~ section· 10~ 03'(c) ·
hereof 'if, . but only if, · within one hundred
•

■

•

•

(100)" days

· following the damage or· destruction~ ~he O~ers shall.'.elect .. · ·
br· a vote cf at ·1~a~t seventy-five: -percent
,.

a

(75%·).

~f.

the ~. ·. ·

I

••

"

··total votes· .of the· ~sociation ·to__carry: out such repair a_nd • .
I

rec~nstruction,:

:rf i ~owever, ..th~ owners shall nC?t, t:7ithin. . . .

·one hundred (1001 days after .such· damage or ·destruction,

•

·:■ •

elect by a· vote ~f at least sev~nty-five percent (75%) of:.
th~ :total votes of ~e .A~sociation · to. c~x:ry out such repair · ::

and· reconstruction, the Association · shail · record . in the
office of the coun~y Recorder of· summit county~· state of

·utah, · a notice

setting

forth · such .facts and such o~her

documents as are ·.necess_ary to. iiissolve the Proj~ct •.

Upon·.

the reoo~ding. of such -notlce ·arid other document~,

the·

follow~ng shail occur:
37
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The Project shall be deemed tp be owned in

(i)

common by the ~wri~s;
(~i).

The. ~divided interest· in the Project owned..

· in common -~hich. shall appertain· t~ e~oli Owner ·shall_·
.

be

.

the. percentage of undivided interest previ~usly owned
·by

such OWner.·in the Common Areas;
· (iii) Any liens. a~feoting any of the Lo~s shall be

deemed

.

to

.

in. accordance with

be . transferred,

the

exi~ting prior~t~es~ to the u~d~vi~ed interest ~f the
respective:
·ancl
. .. . owner·
. . in the Project;
.. -

(iy) The Project shall be-subject to an action for
partition at the· s~it o·f a~y. ow~er, -i~ which. event the.

net p~oceeds of an~ sale ~esulting from.such suit f~r

partition,

with

to_getber

-the net ·proceeds of· tli-e
..
insurance on th~ Project, if .~ny,· spall be considered

as o~e fu~d and shall be divided:~mo~g all OWners in a
percentage

equal

to. the· -percentage
I

of

undivided

I•_.

. interest owned ·by each respective· Own~r in the

CO'IIllllOn

Exhibit· A· .hereto, after. first·
respect!ve sha;~s :of each Owner to

Area~,. as ·set forth J.n·
paying .out of

.the

I

.

.

the extent sufficient for the·. purposes, all liens on

the ·-undivided interest in the Project owned by such

• Owner.

Repair gr Reconstruction.

10.04

destruction· is

above;

to be repaired

the Association

shall,

If the da~age or

and reconstructed as provided

as

soon

as

practicable after

38
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••

receiving 'the said ~stimate• of costs, commence and diligently•
pursue-to completion.the repair and reconstr~ction of that part
of the Pr-eject damaged op. destroyed.

The issociatlon JQ.ay take

all. necessary. or

~ppropriate

reconstruction,

attorney in fact for the owners,

as

consent or o1=,her action
connection th~rewith,

by

to

effeot

repair

and

and no

any pwner shall be necessary in·:,
otherwise expressly provided

ex~ept . as

Tbe ·Project. -~hall

herein.

action

restored or· • repaired· to ·

be

su~stanti~lly the s~e condition in which it·e~isted prior to the
damage_ or destruction,· .with each Lot __and the Co~on Are~s having
the sam~ vertical ·and horizontal·boundaries _as l)efore,

· 10:os. . Disbursement: of Funds f·or Repair . and·
Reconstruction.:.. · ~he insurance pro~eeds h~ld by the associa~ion
and. arty

amounts . receivea·

from

assessments .. made. pursuant . · to .

.

'

Sect-ions i0.03.(b~, '(c) and (~ hereof shall con~titute ,a fund -fo~

the paym~nt · of ~~sts ~f · ~e~ir and·. ~eoons~rue:ti:n after casu~i~y ~ •.
· It shall be deemed that the .. first money disbursed in 'payment for

c_ost · of repair. and. reoonstxruction shall be made .fro~. insura~c.e
proce.eds; if tjiere- is a .balance after. payment of all ~ost·s. of'.

· such re~~ir -~nd. re~~ns~X'\l~~i.on, · ~uch balan~e · shall be di.stri:~uted· · • ·
.
.
.
.
..
t~ the ·. Owners in property to their· re~pective percentaget:J c;>f · ·

ownership-of the common Areas.
10.06.

sa,1e· of Loi: Projeot.

Notw~~hstanding all othe.r

provisions hereof, the owners may,_py ·an affirmative vote of.at
least· seventy-five pe.rcent

(75%)

of the .. total votes

of

the

Assooiation, at ·a meeting o~ OWners duly ·called f~r such purpope,·

<ii
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·elect to sell or ·oth~rw~se· di~pose of the ~rojeot~

i\ shali

shall ·be binding upon ~11·0wners and

Such actio~

there~pon becom~

the dut~ of each ~nd every . ~er to execute and ·-deliver . such

GD

.

.

instruments and to.perform all aots in sue~ manner and form. as
may be necessary to effect such sale; . The propeeds of any s~ob
sale s.hall be divided ··:among all Owners· in proportion to· the

undivided interest in the COlDJilon Areas owned by.each respective
Owner, as set forth i~ Exhibit A hereto, after first paying out
o~ the·tespective share of each Owner, to.the extent sufficient
·for tha
. purposes;
,,

all

liens on the interest

cif such

own~r in· the

Project • .
"10.07.

Amendment·ot Artlole.

This Article X shall not'be

amended unless .the owners of all Lots· in.the Pro1ect unanim~u~ly·
·-oonsent·and agree. to such amendment by instruments duly recorded~

ARTJCLE XI
CQNDEMNATrQN

condemnation.

If at any time or times during the

oontinuanoe·of. owne~ship pursuant· to this Declaration a11 ~r any_.
part of• the P~oj ect · shall · be taken or condemned by any public

authority

under

power of eminent domain, the prov1sions of this

Article shall apply.

A voluntElry sale. or conveyance of all .

or

any part<o:e the J;>roject in lieu of condel!lnation, };,ut under.threat
of· _cond_emnation,

shall be deemed to be a ~~kirig by power ·of

eminent domain.
11.02.

proceeds

from

proceeds.
any

such

• ••

All compensation, darnages, and other
taking

by

power

of

•

eminent

domain
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•·

(hereinafter the ncondeliination award 11 ). shall be m~de payable ·to
.

.

the Association and shall be distributed by the Association as

herein provided.
11.03.

complete Taking.

of

is taken. by power
hereto

In the event the entire Project
Lot ownership pursuant

eminent domain,

shall terminate and the condemnation award shall be

·allocated. al_'llong ·and· distributed to the .·owners in proportion to

their ;espeotive undivid~d interests ·1n tne Comm~ri areas.
.
.
,
.
distribu~ion _shall· be · J?ade. by check . payable
·respective · ·own~t's

and·. their· resp_ectlve

such

jointly to the

Mortgagees,

as

appro~riate.
. · .-11.04·.

Portial·Taking. In the event less than·tiie entire

Project is taken by: pow~·r. of eminent domain, the following shall
I.

:

·oac~:

Award.

(a) .Allocation of

.

··As soon as ,practicable, ·the

Ass~c'iation shall, reas~nably and in good .faith, apportio~
i)

the

condemnation

aa10ages,

award between

or· ·other ,procee<:)s,

compensation,

and

s~~er~nce

·shall .. allocate

such

a~portioneq amount$ and pay the same to th~ owners as
· -.-follows~

-:=•

. (i)

The total a~ount apportion~d to taking·ot·or

injury ~o ~e Common Areas shall be allocated· among and
_distributed
.entire. Lots

to

hive

all ·owners

(including· Owners

whose

0

been taken) . in proportion to their

respective undivided interests in the common .Areas;

41
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(ii) The . total amount apportioned to severance

damages shall be allocated among and distributed·to t~e
~ers o~ those . Lots that have :not been t~en,

in

p~oportion to. their respect!ve undivided. interests in

_the common Areas;
(iii)

··

taking of

The respective amounts· apportioned to tlie
or

inju,:y· to a ~articular Lot shall be

·all~cated ~d distributed to the

owner of such Lot; .

(iv) 'rile total amount apportion~d-to consequent~al
.damages and .any .. other . takings o~ _injuries shall ·be.
allocated and.distributed as the Association determines

to be ·equitable under the circumstances 1·
· (v)

If apportionment or allocation

is alreudy .

established by· negotiation, judicial decree, statute·;·

ot~erwise,

or

apportionment

.

the
and

Association

shall

such·

employ

allocation to the extent

it

is.

.

· feleva~t and ~p~licable; and
. •{Vi)

D_istribution of allocated proceeds sball b~ .

made by check payable jointly to individual Owners and

'their respective Mortgagees, as approprtate.
(b)

continuation and Beorqanization.

If less than the

entire Project is taken by power of eminent domain, .lot·

. ownership pursuant' hereto shall not terminate,

continue.

but shall

If any partial taking results in the taking of an

entire Lot, the owner thereof shall cease to be a member of
the

Association.

The Association shall reallocate the
42
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voting rights and the undivided interest in the common areas
appurtenant to such lot •
.(c)

Repair

reconstruction

and

Reconstruction.

nea~ssitated

by

Any

condemnation

repair

..·.,

and

shali

be

governed by the prqvisions specified in Article X hereof for

cases of Damage or_~estruction; provided, however, t~at the

provisions of. ~aid ·Article_ dealing. with ·sufficiency or.'
·insUfficiency of !nsurance-prooeeds shall not be applicable,
11.05·.

·

be. amended

Amendment p'f .A!'cicle.

unless

the otiners·

This ·Article XI shall not

'of . all

Lot~

in.• the

Pl:'oject

.unanimoUf:SlY consent and agree t~·such amendment by. duly rec~rde~-

..

instruments.

·.. ARTICLE XII

QBSQLEScENQE
Adopl;ion of· P~an.

12.01·,

.

.

. ?wn~rs holding· seventy.;five-

pe,;oent (75-t°) or more of the total votes of the. AssociatioJ\ may··.
agree t;hat

the ..Project ..1s

obsolete and may· ~dopt

a written. plan:

for the renewal· and recoristruatipn of the Project,' provided. that·
.. ~
...
. ·. . .
such . J?lan has. · the_ • unanimous written. approv~l · of all first · :
"Mortg~gees- of

r~cord. at the. 'tJ.rai! of

the ·adoption·~~

BUC?~

p~an.

Written notice of adoptio~ . of such ·plan shall be given to all.

Owners.

Payment

for Renewal

and· •Reconstruction. • The

Association shall levy a Special Assessment sqffici~nt to provide.
·funds ~p pay tbe estimated exi>enses of renewal· or reconstruction.'
Such Special Assessment shall be · all.coated · ·a·nd , coll~cted as
43
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provided in Section 8. 03 hereof, except that the vote therein
speoi1; ied shall be unnecessary.

Further levies may be made in

· like manner if the amounts coliected prove insufficient to pay:·
.
.
.
.
the actual expens~s·· of such renewal or reconstruction. In the
event . amo~ts collected pursuant hereto are . 'in exc~s.B of the

amounts required for renewal or reconstruction, such excess shall'
. b~ distributed to the owners in proportion to their respeoti\re

percentages· of ownership·of the Common Areas.
I

•

•

Amendment
be ·amended

of

Article.

of·

unles~· ··the· owners

•

This Article XII shall not
all · Lots

in

the

Project

·-unanimo~sly consent and 41«:free. to such amendment by duly recorded

instrwnents.

·ARTrCL)i!·xnI
EXPANSION OP PRoqECT
Additional Land. The ~eclarant

13.01.

oeclar•nt or

its

hereby reserves

to

suooesso7s or assigns the right, at its option,

· tc;> ·expand the_ Project in

..

acoordanoe with the l?rovision!3 of this.· . ·

·oeclaration by. adding thereto all or any portion or portions of .
t~e ·following

described

"AddiUonal Land")

..

land

(herein

referred

to

as· the

located in Summit .county, State of Utah as

more f~lly described in Exhibit

11

B" attached hereto.

'rhe option

_of Oecl~r~nt or its succ~ssors or assigns to expand the Project

any

be

u~lifflited. and· may
be ex~rcised at ..
time and from time.
··.
to
tho consent of the owners ·or.any other person or
. .time (without
.
persons) during the . per.iod beginning on the· data that this

· shall

~eclaration is recorded and ending seven (7) years thereafter.
44
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The Declarant may, at any time or

or

Project all ~r anY. portion

at

••

differ~nt times, add to the

portions of the.Additional Land in·

any order and witho~t l.imitat_ions.

The Decl~rant sha·11 in no

event be obligated to~add to.the Project all or any porti~n or
portio~s

of

the

Additional Land whatsoever, ·nor·· shall

the ·

oeclarant be limited .as wh~t-por-tion ·or portions· of. tha'Addition
Land, if any, may be added to the Project.

Additional Lots

13.02.

and XfiPF9Y@}J1ents_•.. Deol_aran~ o_r

its .successors· or .assigns ahali hav~ · the. right. to ·create a
.
.
.
.
maximu~ _of F._ifty (50). Lots on. the Addi~io!lal Land;•, pr~vided,

~

......

.::·.

however, that no more than Six (6) Lots·per acre shali be' created
: on· the Additiona-i ·-Land·. · N~ ~rtion of the• additi~nal· Land
■

•

•

•

•

•

any. ~ts that· may be· ~reated on .'it• may

.be

•

or o~·: ·

use~ for •other .than··.

...
residential and lodging·purposes; provided, how~ver, t~at n~thing•.
.

herein shall: ~e . deemed to pr~vent (a)

~~hori~ed agents·froin using any such

LcSt

Declarant ~r its· ·duly.
on ·the Additi~nal La~d,

for so long as ~ucµ Lot is owried by 'J)eclarap~, a~ sales mo~els or

.

.

.

property management off~o~s, or (b)
Additlonal
renting

or

Land,

or,.. his

dµly

an_y :owner

of such Lot~on the·

al.)tho;.bed · ~gen~,

~ea~~ng such Lot f~om.ti~e

t?

~ime.

f:t::om . ·fre.ely ..

Deciarant makes•

.· .

no as~urances (a) as to whether.structures erected on any pprtion
of the additional. Land added ·to the Project will be· compatible
with. ·stru·cture& ~recte_d on the ·subject ·Land .in terms

.q_ua~ity

c>f. · constru~tion,

of

pr.iricipal'. toateri~ls ·used;

the .
or

architectural. styl9:s, ··or (b) as to the location or looatio.ns of
any

illlprovements that may

be

made

on ·any portions· of

the

45
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Additiopal

Land

improveme~ts,

if

adde~

to

any,

may

the

Project,

~e m~de

on

or

(c)

as

to what

any· portions · of_ the

Additional Land added to the Prt>:}ect·, or (d)· as to what types of
•

I

Lots ~ay be'create~ on a~y portions of the Additional Land addeq
to. the· Project.

oe·c1arant or i~s successors or ·assigns she'll

have the right to.o~eate Limi~ed Common Areas ·within any portion

or pGrtions of the Additional Land, and ~akes no-assurances.as to·
the types, sizes, or-maximum·nu~ber of such Limited common. .AJ::-eas.
13 •.03. · ..

_Expansion c>f Project~

'l'lie Project raay ~e. expanded .

. .under · :th~ ~l-"~;isions.· ·of . this . Declaration from time· .to time·

by

, .rec~rdtng•iQ ~he off~ce of the County.Recorder of Summit County,
State of Utah, a new or supplemental Record

amendment to this Dealarati~n.
. Qf

of

Survey Map W)d an

Such new or·supplemental Record .

survey Map shall be duly executed and acknowledged by ...

Declarant· or its·suocessors or assigns, and

by

any and all other

owners and.les~ees of that part of the Additional Land.added to ..
th~ Project::·· ·rhe· amendment to this .Declaration. shall also be

duly executed and acknowledged by Declarant or its successors or
ass~gns, and ~y any ~nd all·other ow,ners and les~ees of that part
of the Additional Land added· to the - Project, ·shall· contain a
legal · description

by metes

and· bounds of that par:t of the

:Addi~ional· ·La~d added .to the Project,

and shall reallocate

undivided interests in the · common Areas ·in ·accordance with the
provisions of Section 13.04 hereof.
13.04.

Reallocation of Undivid~d Interests.

In the event.

the Project is expanded in accordance with the provisions of this
46
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• •··

Declaratio~, and in each such event, the undivided intere~ts in
the co~on Areas and the votes a~purtenant to the Lots shall be
realloc.ated among all of the. Lots i~ the Pr~j eot, •· including the-

Lots added to the Project.

A part of the·entire interest i~ the

Common Ar.eas shall be allocated to each lot in proportion to the

size. of such Lot, and· the total of the undivided interests so
al.located to a,11 ·of the· ~~s in the Project shall add up to one

hundred percent (l_Oot)·.
on -the :basis of

the

The s,i.ze of each Lot shall be determined

appro~m~te

number of·square. feet of floor

within
such·. Lots and
int~eBts
may
.
. . percentages of undi~ided
.
.
be round~d off. 'rhe' votes shall be ~imilar_ly. reallocated; arid

. .space

the total of the vot~~
. so.
. . allocated to all. of the Lots·· 1n the
Proj ~ct shall add up .to ·orie thou~and (;, 00.~) •
13. os..

· . Limitations

on

Amendment:. · U11qer. no cirownstance

. ·may this ,ratic~~ XIII be ·amended, modified o~ •reP.ealed without.

.. · the .written conse}lt

·•of .tieclarant having
.

'

. been.-. first

had and
. .

obtained.

ARTICLE

..

xry

CQMPLJ;ANCE WIT~ DECLARAT.IQN AND BYLAWS_

comp1ianae:.

14~01.

··Each ~er shall· ·comply ·strictly with·

0

... :the provisions of this· Declaration, ~he .Artic~es

an~

the

Bylaws

p~o~ulgated

by

of

the · ~sociation,

rules

:of Incorp,;>ration
and · regulatio~

the As~oo~ation, and the 'decisions and reso~utions

·of the Association adopt~d· pursuant thereto, as the same ma:y ·be

lawfully :amended from time

to :time. Fai~ure-to comply with any

·of .the same shall. be . grounds for ·an action to recover sums due
47 ..
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~or damages or for injunctive relief or for both, maintainable

by

the Association or, in··a. proper case, by an aggrieved owner.

Enforcement and Remedies.

The

obligations,

provision$., covenants, :restriQtions, and ~onditions contained in
·.

.

,,

this Declaration, -or ~n any sup~lemental or Amended Declaration,

with respect· to the Association or lots within the Project shall
lie enforceable by the Declarant or by any owner of a Lot within
the· Project, sUb~eot

to

this Declaration, by a· proceeding for a

prohibitive· :·ar._ -m~datory

injunction.

.The

·obligations,

...

pro~isiohs,· o~v~naJ:lts, restrictions,. and oo~ditions .contained in
this Declar~tion, or in any Supplement or Amended Declaration,
with respect to a person or entity or property of a person or .

ent~ty other ~an the ·.Association or. the Declaraht shall be
· enforceable· ·by the Deolarant . or by the Association or,

in · ~

'

P.roper case,· by an aggrieved Owner by a proceeding f~r. a
proliibitive or ll\andatory injunction or by a suit or aotion ·to
recover damages or to recover any amount due or unpaid.

ARTICLE XV
. "GENERAL PRoVISIONs
15. oi.-

Intent Aod

The

Purpoge.

provisions

of

this

Declaration, and any Supplemental or bended O.eclaration, shall
be liberally .construed to· effectuate the purpose of oreating- a
un~foriu plan for"~he development and operation of a planned·~nit

development.
covenant, · or

Failure to · enforce any provision,' restriction,

condition · in

this

supplem~ntal or Amended Declaration,

Decl.aration,

or

in

any

shall not operate as a

48
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waiver of any ....
such provision,
~estriction, covenant, or condition
,
.
or. of

any

other

provisions,

restrictions,

covenants,

or

· conditions.
15.02.

Construoti_on.

'l'he provisions of. this Declaratlon

shall be in ad~~tion and· supplemental to all other provisions of

law.

Wherever used herein,. unless the context shall otherwise

require, the ~inguiar shall inol~de the plural, the.plural shall
~

.~nol~de the singulaX:_, the whole s~all inc~ude
and

any

any

gender shall include· both o_ther. genders..

part thereof; ·
.The. Arj:icle

and seat-ion. heaain~s ._set forth· herein _are for cori~enienc,e and
.reference·
.
. .only _and·. are. not intencied 'to describe, interpret,:
·. define,· or
~affect .,the. content, meaning, or intent
of
. otherwise
.
.
. this De.clar~tion: or a~y 'Article; · Section,
provisiori .hereof.
~

'

or

The ~r~isions; hereof ·shall bs· aeemed: !~dependent ·and ,ii,V.,,;abie,
and ~he ·invalidity 0r:partial invalidity or-un~n~orcea~~lity of

any

one

proyis~on·. or·. ·portion . tner~c;,f shall •not affect the

~alidi~~ or en~orceability· ·o~ a~/ oth~r 'provision hereof.

·Notice~ and neaipt;:ation of Matlina Addresg ~

Each

owner shall register
from
time to time with the Association his··
.
.
All notic;:es_, ·. demands, · and· · other
current mailing .'address~
c~mmunications to any owner

as ·provi_d,ed

for

'in_

this Declaration

. shal.l be in writing and s}lall be: sufficient for · ail purp~ses if
.
.
personally served or· if' sent by ..first class U.S. mail, postage
.
.
.
prepaid,. ad~essed to the Owner
hil? registered rnailil:1(address

at

or, if.no add~ess.h~~ been register~d, to the 'Lot of such owner.
All notices, demands·, and other conunilnicationa to the Association

. ..
•-
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as provided for in this ..Declaration shall be in writing and shall ··
be sufficie~t for all purposes •if personally served or it sent·by

u~s.

:.first ·o~ass .

Mail,·

postage

prepaid,

aadressed. to

the

Association at its · offioel:' at the Project, or·· to such other

add~ess as

the Association may hereafter specify to the owners

wi:iting~

Any notice,·. demand,

in

or communication referrea to in

this-Declarati~n shall be deemed given when personally-served or·
when deposited in the

u.s.

Mail, postage prepaid, and i~ the form

provided for 1~·th1s Section, ~s the c~se may b~~

15.Q4. ·. &ld.i:t• . ·Any Owner may at any reasonable time,
. upon appointln~nt ari~ ·a~ his own expense,

cause an audit ·

or

inspection to be· m~de of the books and records ~aintained by the

Association.
An,endJnent.

15,05.

Except as othei:wise provided herein,

··this Deolat-ation may be amended if owners holding at -least sixty .
.- percent·· (60~) ~f th~ t~tal votes in t~e·· ~ssocia_ti~n ~o~s~nt a~;_:. · agree · to • suqh amendment by instruments duly recorded in the

office of th~·county Recorder of Sumnit' county, State of Utah.
15.06~

·

Effegtiye pate .

This Declaration shall take

.effect .upon recording.. 15.07.

Aqen~ for Service,

The .agent for service of

proo~s for the Associat"i.o~ shall initially .be Jerr,y

w. Shane,

P.O. Box 2045,. 2053 Sidew.inder Drive, -Par~ City, Utah· 84060.

The

Association shall have the right to change said agent for service
of prQcess.at any time

in

which event the Association shall cause

such agent•·s name and address to be listed in an appropriat~
50
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... •

instrument filed with the Utah sta.te . Department · of Business
Regulation.
~

All obligations of an owner.

QHm~i;:• § ObUgatj,gns.

15.08.

under .. and

virtue

by

the provisions

of

contained

in

this

n~twitlistan~ing thtit he may b~

Oeciaration shall continu~,

leasing, ·renting, or selling under oontract his Lot.· The Owner .

. of· a· 'i,ot within the. Project shail have no ob~igation for expenses
~

or· other obligations aocruing after. -be conveys suoh

J4mitatio)1

on

Asspciation' s

Lot.

Liability.

·.. 'l'h~

·Associ:atioli shall not· be. liable for any failure of' wat~r. serviQe
•

•

•

♦

•

~r . othez:. utility_ s~rviae ·( if.' any)· to b~ obtaine~ and paid for by· .
...
,•

the· Association ·hereunder, or. for. ·injury· ·to or damage ~f." any
..
.
.
P87.s0n· or .proper~y c~used· by the elements or. by another owner o~

_person iri •the· Pr~jec~>

or resulting _f1:'otii elect_rioity, wat;~,
.

.

-rain, snow, .or ice whi9h _may_ 'leak or flow from_ the outsid~ .

.

.

or .

from any parts of the Buildings or their drains.,. pipes, conduits,··
•

,o

.•'\

•

•

•

I•

•.

I

•

'

appliances, ~r equipment) or from any oth~r place, unless caused
·by.· the

grosslY. · negligent :or

willful·• .. misconduct

of . the

. · : A~sooi~~ion; _·:No di~iput_i<?~ or ·abateme~~ of any'. as·ses~mentt? under
~i~- Declarati~~.:shall be clai~~ci . ~~ a·llowed forlnconvenience·
·or
.
..

discomfort arising· fro~ the making of any ·repairs or ·i~provements

in or ~ain~aining the Project or any·part ~here~f, or from any
.. .action
·ta'ken j:o
.

·_oompiy

~ith
th~ laws/ ordinances, re~ulations,
.
..
.
. .
.

.rules, or orders.ot any governmental authority.
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AMIQLE XVI
MORfGAGEE PBQ'l'ECTION. ·.

Reg_uest- for Notiga.

u.01.

·From anc~-· after the time a

Mortgagee ·make~ wri~ten request to the Board of·~rustees or the
Association · tlierefor, the Board of Trustees or the Association.
shall n~ti~y such· -Mortgagee in writing in the event· that the

Owner of the Lot encumbered by the mortgage held · by such
Mortgagee neglects .for a · period' of sixty· ('60) or xaore days to

· cure any ~allure .on his part to p~fo~ • any of his obli~a~ion~
under·..thfs Declarat.:1.o~.

16.02. ·

...

·Priority . of_· Mortgages as ·to Assessments.

The_

lien or claim ~gainst· a. L'ot .for · unpai~ asse~sments or charges

lev±ed by ~he Board ~f Trustees or by.the AssoQiation pursuant

this·. Declaration

to.

or the Act ~hali ~e ·subordinate tQ a fir~t·

Mortgag~ aff~cting such Lot.

A Mortgagee who-obtains titt~.to· a

~ot·.P~~uant to ·his Mortgage or a de~d or ·a~signment _in lieu_:·of ·.

foreclosure shall not be: liable for su9h Lot•s unpaid assessments
which accrue prior to the acguisition.~f•title to such Lot.by the'.

Moi:tgagee ·and· ~hall ·take the same free of such lien. or claim.·tcsr·...
.unp~id
or charges, but only_· to the extent of
. _apqessments
. .
ass~ssme!JtS or charges which accrue p~ior to the· acquisition_ of

tit~e to such lot by Mortgagee (except for claims for a pro ~a~a
share of such .. prior assessments or charges resulting from a pro

rata reallocation th~reof to all Lots inclu?ing the Lot in which
the Mortgagee is interested) •

No assessment, charge, lien or · ·

claim· which· is. described in the preceding sentence as being
52
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subordinate to a Mortg~ge o?:' as · not · a burder to a Mortgagee

.

.

·coming into .poss_ession · pursua~t to his Mortgage or a d~ed or

.
.
assignment in lieu of foreclosure shall be collected or·enforce4

by

either ·the Bo.ard . of Trustees or the As;ociation from or

a~ainst· a Mortgage~, a ·successor

in

title to· ·a Mortgagee, or the

:.Lot ·affected or p~eviously affected bt the Mortgage concerned (to
.the_ extent any such col~eotion or enforcement would preju~ice th~ ..
interests
■

of. th~ M~rtgag!:!e

I

...

o; s~ocessor· in

title

to

the

I

Mortgagee's ~terest in such Lot~ •

Abandonment·
qr
.

Modifigation of Project.·
· Without
.
.
..
i;he approv.al. · _of -each· firs't Mortgagee .nei~er the· -B~ard · cf
. . 16.03·. . . .

.

T~ste~s ·nor· the Association shall. be enti:tled, · by ~ot,·· omi~sion;. :· ·:·
I

I

I

I

■

I

or.· otherwise: .
~ s·ee)C to abandon or terminate the Project·· or. to

(a)_

abandon or t~inate the arrangem~ri~ _which

i~

~stabli~~ed by

this J)~olara.ti~n · and. the ·:a~~ord: ·-of. s~v~y Map (except. :4s
in Article

providi3d

.

x· hereof :-·;n· · .th~- ·.e~~~t •of oertai~

.

destruot:fo~

or damage):;

·•·.

to part:Lt~~n ·or:subdi:Vide· any ..Lot;

(b)

(cf ... -to·· seek

to : abandon,... partition,. ·subd~vide_,

en~umber; .sell - ·or · transfer all or· ~ny ~f the. co~ori Area$
and P:acilities (e>c_cept for ·the granting of easements ·for ·

.public utilities· or. for other public purposes consistent.
.
.
wi,th· t~e in~ended _use of the- Co~on Al;eas ·~nd F~cilitie~
♦

.

•♦

•

•

♦

I

.

· · exoept a~· pr~vided ·in . Article . ~ hereof· in-· the eyent. · of ~
certain ~es~ction or damage);
53
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(d)

to use

hazard insurance proceeds resulting from

damage to any ~art.of· the Project (whether to.Lots .or: to the
Commo~

Areas) · for

purposes

·other

than

the .repair,

replacement·;· at' : r~cohstruotion of such improvements, except

a~ p;ovided· by sta~ute in tbe e~ent. of s~stantial loss to
the Lots and/or common Ai:"eas and common Facilities;
(e)

to change the pro rata interests or obligations of

:any Lot which apply for (1) purposes of leyying assess~ents
. or· cb~es : or- allooat.ing distributions· ··cf hazard -insurance .

:.prooee~s-·~r .~onde~·aticn. award~ or-

f~r

..

·c2) dete~ind.~g

·the

pro rata share of ownership of eaoh Lot.in the common areas
~nd ~omm.on Facilities; ·or
(~}

to -alter -~~ provisions of. -Article IX hereof 'tn:

such a way as to diminish' the insurance protection r~quired: ·
to be · afforded · to the· parties des~gned

thereby,

to

be. protected

or· to fail to maintain the insur~noe c_overa~e

describe~ therein. · .
·.•

16.04.

shall

Right to Examine Books and Records. Any .Mortgagee

hav~ the · right,

at its reque·st ·and expense and upon

reasonable notice;- -to examine the books a:nd. records of the Boardof ~ustees,

or

the Association, or. of ~he. Project •.~ Fro:m and·

after the time a Mortgagee makes written· regu-~st

to

the_ Board of

Trustees or • the ssociation therefor, the Board of Trustees or
the Association shall furnish to suoh Mortgagee copies of such

·annual

operating

reports

and

other

reports

or

writings

.summarizing or reflecting the financial position or ·history of
54
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the Project as may be prepared for distritiution to or ?Se by the
Board of Trustees, the Association, or the Lot Owners·.

Reserve FUnds·.

16,05.

The

Board

of Trustees

and the

Association shall establish-an adequate reserve·tund to co~er the
cost of. reason\\bly predictable and necessary major repairs and

. -.replacements of the C011U11on

Areas

and Common Faoilitiea and shall

· cause such reserve to be funded by regular· monthly or other ·
..
.
pel:'iodio . asseasme~ts agaµast the Lots rather than by Special"·

j

: Asse~sm~nts:
16 • 06. . .

~

ti~e

·.er

.PAmage, .

Loss ·or

and ~fter. the
to the. Bo~td of. _';t't:U~te~s

Condemnation•. . From

Mortgagee-.' m~~es. written reque;st

·th·e 'Assooi_at,ion ~er~f6r~ . the B~ard . of TrUstees ~r the

~ss~oiation:ahal~.notify su~b Mortgagee in ~!ting in tbe.~vent
that. .there occurs any damage or loss
anticip~ted . condemnation of:

Faci~ities

invo_Ivi~g

esthlated to• be

an

to, .or

( a) the <:.:ommon . Areas ·

amou~t ·. in ~~o~s·a >9£,.

~n·· exces~

.

.

. .estimf:lted to· be in excess

- s~id .notice

an~ ·COJDlllon

or · reasonabl.y __ ..

-~f, O~e Thousand 001ia~s (·$1~~00.00) 1 ..

o~ (b) any Lot involving an amou~t 1~ exo~ss of,
.

any· .taking or

oi,-_orie

_s1>:,i1 be· gi~e~

~~
.

re~sonably ...
.

Thousand Doll~rs ($1,O00."oo).

within ten . (10) -·days aft~r the ·boa;d

of ra-ustees· or . s~id A~so~iatio~. learns

of ··such

~amag.e,. 'J.os~,

taking or an~~cipated oondemnation.
· . l.6. 01..

· .

Priority of Mortgages

as to Insurance pr

'
shall
·condemnation Awards. N~thin~_contained in this Declaration

give a Lot Owner, or a~y other party; priority over. an~ rig~ts of
. .
a first Mortgagee pur.!Juant to its Mortgage
the case of __ a·

in
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distribution

to

such Lot

owner of· insurance

proceed~

or

condemnation awards for losses to or a taking of Lots andJ.or .. ·

· ~ommon-Areas aria Common Facilities.

confliatinq Provisions~

16.08.

In ·-the .event another

· provision or clause .of this · DE?claration d~als with the same
subject Z1atter -a~ is dealt with in any provision or claims of
this ~icle, _the provision or clause which results in the

greatest p~otection· and se~urity for a Mortc,agee shall control
: ~he

'dghts;. obligat~ons,

or i!mits. 9f authority as the c;:ase may

be, ·. appl!oable ··to ·the·. Board 9f Trustees and Assooiation · with
respect to.the subj~ot ·copoerned.

Restriction~ on Amendment_ of Articles .•

16,09.

Except

or

with res~e~t.to combination ~f Lots pursua~t to Section 3.03
. . . ...
.
·expansion of "the Project pursuant to Article XIII, which ~ay be
acoomplished without consent of any Mortgagee, no amendment

to

this article which has the effect o.f diminishing thq · right.a,
pro~~ction

or

security

afforded

to

Mortgagees ."shail

be

accomplished or effecti v~ unless all of the Mortgagees of. tlie :
individual Lots have given their prior written approval to such
~mendment:

•,•

Any antendment to this Article sha~l be accomplished

•by an instrwnent executed by the Board of ~rustees and filed for

. .
.
.record in the office of the county Recorder ·'of the county where

the Project ·is located.

In any such instrument an officer of the

0

Board 0f Trustees ~hali certify. that a:ny p~ior written approval

of

Mortgagees

required

by

this

Article

as

a

conditi~n

to

a~endment bas been obtained.
56
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IN WITNESS

••

the under~igne4 has

WHEREOF,

executed

this

Declaration the day and year first above written.
DECLARAN~:

....
STATE OJ:P t.JTAJJ
. .. )
:
.
. ) ss.:
: COUN'l'Y OF SUMMIT.· , )

.

· .on.~~-·-~ -~~Y . ~f

.

,J

~mJ,v, .. · ·_._·. ,

1990,·

·personaiiy

. appeared before me. Gary R-. ~ffli, .who being. by me· dU;].y sworn,
did . say. to me· that • be is the Prfi!Sidenb. of Tsunami·· Land

· Corppration, a Utah oorporation;, and that said· instrument was·
•signed in. beha'lf · o.f said corporatton .by
ity of . its bylaws
or· by· resolution- 'of the board of. di
1p
d said Gary ·R .. ·.
Levitz acknowledged to me that sa _0-t:
.,,. exe9uted: the .
same.
~
· · ecmm.
C\
·
·
: ·

*

· My

Exp.

~

:•

1-93

.

*

~

Commission Expires:.

. b ..,V --1/3.

.

·.. •·

t161oecleret.cov ·
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(i)

•

•
~

IXBJBJT I
~ttBQbi4 to n12l1iatton ot QQ~@DmJt61 Q2ndit~9Di ~ng_B§gt~1gti2D~
of Four Lakes village at Park·Meadows
Area
(6g ltl

lQt:

l.;A
1-B
2-A

2-B ·

3-A

...·.

24·43..
. 2531
·2637
2587 ·

a441

Address
·' 2742 FOUR LAKES DRIVE

·2637

4-:B

. ~587.

2158 FOUR.LARES DRIVE

24-A

· 2441·

2769 B~'I'ATES DRIVE.
2767 ESTATES DRIVE

25-A

25-B

2587

26-~.
26-B
. 27-A

27-B

2637
2587
2159
2159'

2159

.28•A
.28-B'
29 ...A-

·2159
2169

29-B ·

llll•

T01'ALS

48,766

~:

2761 ESTATES DRIVB

2757 ESTATES DRIVE
2751 ES'I'A'l'ES DRIVB
2749 'ESTATES DRIVE
2756 ESTATES DRIVE·
i1ss BS'I'A'l'ES DRIVE
2764 ESTATES DRIVE
2762 ESTATES DRIVE
27~8.BsTiTES DRIVE
2770 ESTATES DRIVE

•

1

· 5 •.0056%

1
1

1
.l

2754.FOUR LARES DRIVE . 5,00"56%
275a FOUR LAICBS DRIVE · · 5, 19001
·2760·FOtJR·LAKBS bRIVB
5,40745%

4-A

25jl
. 2637

~QmD\2D AJ:iUU!

. 5-.1900%
.2748.°FOUR LAJCES DRIVE:,.
5.40.7.45'
2746 FOOR·LAlCES DRIVE
5,3049% .

1

"24~.B

Number
of

2.7.40. POUR LAKES DRIVE

3-B

253"1

Undivided
Interest in

1
1

·s.3049%

(i

i

. s· •. oosn

1

., ·5.1900%
5.40746%

1
1

· : 5.3049%'
. 5.-40745%"

4.4273%

1
1
·1
l
1.
1
1
1·

4,4273%

-1.

'1.00%

20

, 5,3049%
. . 4.4273% ·

. 4.4273%
-4~ 4273% .
.. 4 .:4273%

Qt

Ci,

~

Mol.

•• •

•
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